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Public Views of Schools

More Faith Than Blame
D. W. Livingstone and D. J. Hart

Does the public blame the schools tor the

ills of' our economy? A growing array of

recent media reports suggest that this is so.

But we think not. On the basis of"

information gathered over the past decade
through the OISE Survey of Educational

Issues (available from OISE Press), we have

drawn a different conclusion about the

public’s views. Consider three issues: public

confidence in the schools, opinions on what
should be taught, and understanding of

the connection between schools and
workplaces.

Eirst, whatever “crisis” exists in Canadian
schooling, it seems nut to be a crisis of

public confidence. Surveys indicate that

the trust Ontarians and other Canadians
place in the schools has not declined in

recent years; indeed, the schools have

received higher confidence ratings in

Gallup polls than the churches or the

Supreme Court. Moreover, confidence in

the public schools and school boards
remained stable in the first half of the

decade while confidence in large

corporations, political parties, and labor

. . . Ontarians are very

reluctant to give lengthy

“marching orders’^ to the

schools.

unions declined (see Livingstone 8c Hart,

1987). It is worth noting that Canadian
schools held their own at a time when
confidence in U.S. schools was taking a

nose dive.

The OISE surveys also reveal a related

trend, confirmed by the Toronto Stars own
recent poll but not discussed in their six-

part series on education this past spring.

Since 1982, the Ontario public has become
more willing to support increased funding

for all levels of schooling, even in these

times of tight government budgets. In

1982, about a third of Ontario wanted to

see a real (greater than inflation) increase

in educational spending; by 1984, the

proportion had grown to 46 percent and
by 1986, 52 percent. As in the case of

confidence ratings, spending preferences

indicate that the schools hold a special

place in the public mind.

It is true that the public has expressed

more dissatisfaction with particular aspects

of school performance but this may be

linked to perceptions of inadet]uate

resources rather than, as the Star series

would have it, to a failure of students,

teachers, and principals to “work hard.” It

might be noted that the Star itself
,
some

months earlier, had reported Gallup poll

results which showed that public ratings of

teachers’ performance had increased

between 1981 and 1986 (Sept. 4, 1986).

Second, such media reports appear to

presume that the public wants a province-

wide standard curriculum, especially for

high schools. Both the recent Star poll and
the OISE surveys have found strong

support for compulsory math and English

courses, and majority support for some
restriction on elective courses. However,
the other message in these findings is the

very low support for compulsory courses

in other subjects. For example, only 39

percent of respondents to the Star poll

would make science compulsory. The 1984

OISE survey produced similar findings.

The same pattern is found for other

subjects, including history and geography.

One difference between the Star and OISE
surveys should be noted here. Only 14

percent of parents in the Star poll thought
“computer science” should be compulsory.

The OISE survey found a majority wanting

courses in the “use of computers.” Thus,

general familiarity with, if not advanced
training in, computer technology may be a

new preferred “basic” subject.

But Ontarians are very reluctant to give

lengthy “marching orders” to the schools.

This is consistent with their expressed

confidence in the school system, as well as

with a general Canadian tradition of

tolerance of diversity. In contrast, the U.S.

public which expresses much less

confidence in their schools supports many
more compulsory subjects.

Third, we believe that the conclusion of

the Star series partakes of the “Great

Simplification” of the connection between
school and work that is now commonplace
in the mass media, namely; (1) the main
problem with schooling is that youths are

not adequately prepared for work; and (2)

if they were properly prepared, the

competitiveness of the Canadian economy
would be restored. Yet our econbmy is

failing to use the skills of many current

graduates. With the notable exception of

certain skilled trades where apprenticeship

programs are sorely needed in Ontario, we
now have not only chronically high

unemployment but also substantial

underemployment at all levels of
educational attainment. By OISE survey

estimates, over a quarter of the Ontario
workforce have more schooling than their

jobs require. The majority of the public

perceives that there are more qualified job
seekers than available jobs at all levels, but

particularly in the case of university

graduates. In this situation, most of the

Ontario public does not want simply to

tailor education more closely to current

labor market demands.
In the 1986 OISE survey, 65 percent

indicated they wanted the government to

try to create suitable job opportunities for

Many media opinion leaders

could benefit from a strong

dose of the public’s good
sense.

underemployed postseconclary graduates

and not cut back on higher education.

Since first asked in the 1979 OISE survey,

a majority of respondents to the OISE
surveys have consistently rejected quotas

for educational programs based on
available jobs. In contrast to the Star series,

much of the Ontario public has the good
sense to recognize that pruning its

abundant educational tail will not restore

the vitality of a “shaggy dog” economy!
While the public clearly is troubled about

specific aspects of school performance, a

core curriculum, and the relation of
schooling to jobs, it does not commonly
confuse such issues with the larger

economic and social problems created

outside the schools. Most of the public

merely looks to the schools to aid in

resolving such problems. Many media
opinion leaders could benefit from a

strong dose of the public’s good sense.
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Teacher Education in Ontario: A Discussion

A VISION OF RENEWAL:
THE FULLAN-CONNELLY REPORT
In this article, Nancy Watson summarizes the

draft position paper “Teacher Education in

Ontario” released by the Teacher Education

Review Steering Committee in Eebruary 1987

.

The responses which follow are therefore

addressed to a penultimate version of this

controversial report. In September 1987 ,
afinal

version was submitted to the Ministry. Orbit

will explore the responses to thisfinal version in

the December issue, inviting the stakeholders in

the educational community to voice their

reactions to the revised Eullan-Connelly

proposals. Some of the players in this present

issue will speak out again.

5

administrative positions threatens

currently accepted patterns.
Nancy Watson

Induction programs for new teachers?

Mentor teachers and teacher centres in

schools? An enhanced professionalism in

teaching and teacher education? These are

some of the proposals in a draft teacher

education position paper written by an

OISE research team headed by Michael

Fullan and Michael Connelly.

Teacher education is usually thought of

as what takes place in faculties of

education. Most teacher education

discussions focus on pre-service, with in-

service and general university background
considered as afterthoughts. Fullan and
Connelly attempt to turn this notion on its

head; they start with schools as places of

effective learning, and as places of

professionalism. They then work backward
to pre-service and forward to career-long

in-service.

The first of the paper’s four chapters,

“The Why of Teacher Education Reform,”
identifies the pressures for reforms, both

internationally and in Ontario. Chapter 2,

“The Way We Are,” identifies the major
issues in teacher education, as seen both by

the stakeholders and by the researchers.

Chapter 3,“On Being and Becoming a

Teacher,” is seen by the authors as the key

to their proposals; in it, they try to alter the

common perceptions of teacher education

by setting out quite a different perspective,

one that puts the practising teacher solidly

in the centre of any efforts to improve
teacher education. They focus on schools

Nancy Watson worked on the teacher education

position paper with Michael Fullan and Michael

Connelly. She has been employed as a research

officer at OISE for the past ten years, most

recently on a major two-year study of the role of

the supervisory officer in Ontario as well as on

the teacher education study.

as places of learning for both students and
teachers and suggest that schools with a

“professional” working environment are

the key to career-long teacher education.

Chapter 4, “Reshaping Teacher
Education,” presents the set of

recommendations designed to implement
the changed perspective on teacher

education. Although it is not surprising

that the recommendations generated the

greatest public response, Fullan and
Connelly see their recommendations as the

culmination of their more basic analysis of

the nature and purpose of teacher

education. Their position is that reflective

practice and a career-long continuum of

professional development are more
important to teacher education than the

specifics of the recommendations. Many
different recommendations other than

those offered would fit the ideas presented

in chapter 3. For example, concerned
about what they see as the “flatness” that

now exists in a teaching career, Fullan and
Connelly recommended that people

should cycle in and out of administrative,

teaching, and consulting roles throughout
their careers. However, there could be

many other ways of adding richness and
variety to a teaching career.

To create a climate for discussion, the

authors sketched out a provocative new
model without providing detailed

implementation plans. They highlighted

the many problem areas that must be

addressed and tried to give direction and
promise for basic reform. They tried to

take a stance yet leave room for the various

stakeholders to create their own programs
and set their own directions. The ideas are

provocative, partly because they challenge

some of the established positions in the

educational community. A major role for

teaching assistants questions the notion

that “only teachers can teach,” while a

proposal for term appointments in

The Issues

The “major stakeholders” in teacher

education (faculties of education, teachers’

federations, and other educational

organizations) were asked by the Teacher
Education Review Steering Committee to

submit their ideas about the future of

teacher education in Ontario. This they

did, mainly through written briefs but also

through meetings with Fullan and
Connelly. The stakeholders identified a

wide range of specific issues they saw as

important. After consideration of all the

submissions and a review of the teacher

education literature, the researchers

developed a list of what they saw as

outstanding issues and areas of concern.

Among the issues were;

• The role offaculties ofeducation. As large

numbers of faculty of education professors

retire over the next decade, it is important

to be clear about the priorities for hiring.

There will be unparalleled opportunities

for setting the direction of the future.

Although faculties of education were
moved to the universities 15 or more years

ago, Fullan and Connelly suggest there are

still problems around research and
knowledge production.

• Admission and recruitment procedures. At S

the moment, faculty of education students I
are selected primarily on the basis of a
academic background. The authors S
suggest that selection be thought of more j
as a process than an event, with student II

teachers being given feedback on a

continuing basis, allowing better
j|

judgments to be made about suitability for |,I

teaching.

• Pre-service curriculum. There is general ,
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agreement that the curriculum is

overloaded, primarily due to increasing

pressures from agencies like the Ministry

of Education and to the need for dealing

with changing social trends. The deans of
education had asked for a second year of

pre-service, but Fullan and Connelly are

not convinced that this is necessary or even
desirable.

• Teacher orientation and induction. New
B.Ed. graduates are thrust immediately

into full-time teaching positions, and far

from being given support, they are often

given the most difficult classroom

assignments. Eullan and Connelly

believe that the current practice of

putting novices into the classroom

without supervision is shortchanging

students; novice teachers need support.

• In-sennce, including Additional

Qiialificatiom courses. There is no lack of

in-service programs available for

teachers, but Eullan and Connelly
wonder about their effectiveness. AQ
courses tend to be popular with teachers

but are of varying quality. In-service

courses and workshops are often “one-

shot” programs with little follow-through,

and a lack of co-ordination across the

system leads to both gaps and repetition.

• Need for teachers. Is there going to be a

teacher shortage in the 1990s?

Recommendations concerning teacher

education make little sense without a

careful consideration of teacher supply

and the demand for teachers. If there are

classrooms with no teachers, elaborate

internship programs, for instance, are

unlikely to be carried through.

• Enhancement of the profession. It is this

issue that is seen as cutting across most of

the others. Teaching and teacher

education need to be viewed as true

professions, with practitioners having both
autonomy and responsibility.

The Vision

Eullan and Connelly see Ontario teacher

education as being in need of fundamental
reform, but the reform is “more one of

perspective on teaching and teacher

education than it is on the details of its

practice.” The continuum is taken

seriously, and pre-service is no more than

the first step in a lifetime of professional

development. Teacher education is placed

in the broad general context of schooling,

which puts the spotlight on schools as

places of learning. Teacher education must
be a collaborative activity, involving

faculties of education, school boards,

federations, schools, teachers, and
researchers.

Chapter 3 of the position paper sets out

the framework, what the authors call the

“passport from goodness to greatness in

teacher education.” The perspective is

based on five assumptions concerning:

• the nature of theory and practice;

• the relationship of the quality of

schooling to the quality of teacher

education;

• the question of what it means to be

knowledgeable as a teacher;

• the question of what it means to be a

teacher;

• the teacher as professional and the

career-long continuum of teacher

education.

Fullan and Connelly argue that schools

have evolved to suit conditions no longer

current. For example, teaching was
originally an “in-and-out” job in which
people spent a few years before moving
into administration (men) or marriage
(women). Teachers were told in some
detail what and how to teach. Because of

this historical tradition, argue Fullan and
Connelly, schools are still deprofessional-

ized and overly bureaucratic.This is where

change must start, in the schools. The
authors suggest that schools be

restructured to “unleash the power of

professionalism from the constraints of

bureaucracy, in the interests of schools and
children.”

The Recommendations
To see more specifically how the proposals

would affect teacher education, the key

features of the recommendations are

summarized here.

Schools for professionalism. These
recommendations focussed on creating a

more professional working and learning

environment in the schools, with Teacher
Centres for professional interaction and
the provision of various kinds of support

(teacher assistants and so forth) to free

teachers for activities such as curriculum

development and reflection on their

practice.

Administering the schools professionally. These
recommendations were aimed at

redefining educational administration in

less bureaucratic ways. Fullan and
Connelly see centralized models as

fostering dependency on the part of the

teaching profession.

Co-operation, collaboration, and the governance

of teacher education. Here the authors

proposed the establishment of the

“Ontario Council for Teacher Education,”

designed to co-ordinate all facets of teacher

education across the province.

Membership would be drawn from the

teaching profession, school boards,

universities, and government. The Council

would recommend on certification,

formulate positions on policy issues, and
develop review procedures for all kinds of

teacher education programs. At the local

level. Regional Consortia would be

established to facilitate collaboration in

teacher education across all stages of the

continuum.

The contin uing in-service education of teachers.

Recommendations here were aimed at

setting up a more coherent in-service

program than the plentiful but

unsystematic “grab bag” of offerings now
available. Careful reviews would be an

important feature of all in-service

programs.

Pre-service teacher education. There were a

large number of recommendations within

this category, having to do with admissions,

the role of faculties of education in relation

to the university, and the nature of the pre-

service program. The most controversial

was to extend the pre-service year by two
months, through May and June.

Supervised reflective practice: A link between

pre-service and in-.service education. These
recommendations generated the most
response in the media but were almost

always misinterpreted as “nine years to

become a teacher.” The proposals were
meant to ensure guided entry into the

teaching profession rather than the

current abrupt transition from pre-service

student to full-fledged professional. A two-

year induction program was proposed for

newly appointed teachers, during which
they would participate in professional

learning experiences under the guidance

of a Mentor Teacher. In their first year,

novices would have a 60 percent teaching

load and in the second year, 80 percent.

They would then enter a two-year

apprenticeship program in which they

would have a regular teaching load, but

would have a certain number of days free

for various kinds of professional

development, usually to broaden their

range of experience.

Although the induction program w'ould

take place over a period of four years, the

total time in induction or apprenticeship

activities would be less than one full year;

in other words, less than the second year

of pre-service proposed by the deans.

Persons in the induction and
apprenticeship programs would be

teachers, but they would be expected to

take part in structured professional

development activities.

Response
Although many respondents (nearly

200) objected to particular

recommendations, there was considerable

support for the central thrust of the

paper, with its emphasis on enhancement
of the profession and collaboration

in teacher education and its acceptance

of the notion of the continuum.
The final version of the position paper,

reformulated to take into account the input

from the educational community, was
submitted to the Ministry in September.
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Teacher Education in Ontario: A Discussion

AN EVOLUTIONARY VIEW

. . . their paper, regrettably, presents an

alternative system which rests on assumptions

and structures seriously at odds with some of

the positive underpinnings of teaching and

teacher education in this province.

Laverne Smith

The past quarter century has witnessed

major changes in the education and
professional development of teachers in

Ontario. These changes have included the

transfer of responsibility for pre-service

and much of in-service education to the

universities; the requirement of B.A.’s and
B.Ed.’s for elementary- as well as

secondary-level teachers; the development

of specialized Additional Qualifications

programs; local school board curriculum

and staff development programs; vigorous

involvement by federations, boards,

universities, specialized professional

associations, and the Ministry in

conferences, workshops, and so forth; the

development of graduate programs in

education throughout the province; the

gradual strengthening of the qualifications

of education faculty; and the advancement
of educational research. All of these have

been positive changes creating a quality of

teaching in Ontario schools second to no
other jurisdiction.

The Teacher Education Review in

Ontario ought to be situated within the best

evolutionary traditions of education

development in this province which have

guided (among others) the foregoing

system changes in teacher education. The
current state of the system of teacher

education in Ontario, for it is now wholly

different from what was in place before

the early 1960s, provides the opportunity

for reflection ancl building from the many
system strengths. Key matters which the

profession is addressing through the

provincial review and in other forums are:

• extending the collaboration among the

partners involved in teacher education;

• enhancing the linkages between theory/

research and teaching practice;

• orientation of new teachers;

• continuing in-service education for all

teachers;

• furthering professionalism in teaching.

The Eullan-Connelly paper to the

Teacher Education Review Steering

Committee has evidently heightened

debate within the profession, and to some
extent beyond it. While the reflection it

has stimulated is valuable, their paper.

Laverne Smith is Associate Professor of

Education at York University and Associate

Dean (In-service) in York's Faculty of

Education.

regrettably, presents an alternative system

which rests on assumptions and structures

seriously at odds with some of the positive

underpinnings of teaching and teacher

education in this province. Many of the

specifics of their recommendations are

thus not helpful as further evolutionary

steps for Ontario. Among the more
troublesome general features of the report

are the following:

• use of largely unevaluated (and

uncosted) program and organizational

models drawn from other, often more
bureaucratic, educational jurisdictions;

• establishment of a centralized control of

teacher education lacking the public

accountability expected in Ontario and
shifting the balance of institutional roles in

a manner which would have a negative

impact on the growing integration of

academic/ theoretical and practical thrusts

in teacher education;

• dependence on models of peer

supervision and evaluation of teachers

directly counter to the professional peer

relationships on which are based many of

the positive programs underway in

curricular ancl professional development;
• introduction of significant discontinuity

in classrooms to support the proposed

extended orientation/induction system for

new teachers;

• ignoring of crucial issues such as the

impending teacher shortage and regional

inequities in access to effective in-service

professional development.

In its response to the position paper,

York University’s Faculty of Education

attempted to lay out an alternative

evolutionary model of “accountable

professionalism” for the future of teacher

education in Ontario. York’s

recommendations cover five main areas:

1

.

The formation of a balanced Ontario

Council on Teacher Education responsible

for evaluation of all teacher education

programs and for a variety of regulatory

and incentive programs to ensure effective

co-operation among the partners in the

profession in providing all teachers

throughout the province with equal access

to effective career-long professional

development.

2. Further development and extension of

concurrent models of teacher education

based on the five such programs already in

place in Ontario.

3. A new B.Ed. (Honors) in-service degree

for all beginning teachers, adapted to each

teacher’s professional circumstances.

4. A system of significant, career-long

professional development for all future

Ontario teachers.

5. Support for curriculum and
instructional leadership roles for principals

and other supervisory personnel, for

board-based programs of supervision for

growth, and for mutual coaching programs

at the school level.

There are a number of hopeful signs in

Nancy Watson’s summary of the

consultants’ report, and elsewhere, that

there is some movement by the consultants

away from some of their initial positions

which have caused greatest concern

throughout the profession. In the ensuing

study and discussions it is to be hoped that

the York proposal of a model of

“accountable professionalism” will be given

serious attention. This alternative is built JJ
from the current stage of the profession in Ai
Ontario, views schooling as the profoundly

|«|

public and collective enterprise which it is,
|||

ensures maximum engagement of the

profession and of the universities in

teacher education, and provides for the.'«:

checks and balances in which all partners^..-:

in the education community, as well as^^^j

parents, can have confidence.
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AN ENHANCED
PROFESSIONALISM?
Joan Westcott

For teachers, teacher education is much
more than what takes place in faculties of

education. But if, as Fullan and Connelly

suggest, we are to improve the continuum

of teacher education throughout a

teacher’s career, then surely we must start

by looking at pre-service education rather

than working “backward to pre-service.”

Many practising teachers now look back to

pre-service education wishing that it had
prepared them more realistically for the

teaching situation.

Yet Fullan and Connelly show
imagination by focussing their study of

teacher education on the school system

where the culmination of what is learned

in a faculty of education is put into

practice. This unique way of moving the

spotlight from the institution and people

who formally teach our teachers is at once

both clever and unsettling. It is clever

because the schools are where learning,

teaching, and living take place. It is

unsettling because the study seems to avoid

the issue most crucial and significant to

those of us really concerned about

improving pre-service teacher education,

what is the necessary curriculum and by

whom will it be taught in the faculties of

education?

The authors choose to ignore, or at least

to sidestep, the very important topics of

the courses that student teachers should be

taking and the relationship between time

spent on foundation and methodology
courses. They also avoid discussing how
the faculties plan to have sufficient

qualified instructors with actual classroom

teaching experience to keep a healthy

balance with those whose skills are in

theory and research.

Statements within the report lead to

further questions about the data that were
gathered and studied by the research team.

The prefacing statement “When one
chooses to enter teaching the picture one
has in mind should not only be that of a

teacher in front of a class” (p. 63) shows
the authors’ insensitivity to elementary
programs. Standing in front of a classroom
is not where most elementary teachers,

including student teachers, see themselves.

They know that for a great part of their

time they will be either at a learning centre

Joan Westcott is Executive Director of the

Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of
Ontario.

with a small group of children or at a

child’s workspace helping a child with an
individualized program.
The authors propose to put the

practising teacher “solidly in the centre of

any efforts to improve teacher education.”

Most teachers will tell you that this is how
it has been during all of their teaching

career. Practising teachers individually,

through their school boards, and through
their teachers’ federation, have been
attempting to improve teacher education.

Often this has been to no avail since the

decisions are made at the Ministry level or

within the university. We frequently hear

about the autonomy of the university yet

practising teachers have taken over almost

completely the teaching of in-service

programs and the organizing of workshops
within their school boards. They have
called upon their teachers’ federation for

leadership in this area. The authors show
a lack of awareness of teacher involvement

in professional development activities.

It is a further disservice to the teaching

profession to say that flatness now exists in

a teaching career. Most teachers enter

teaching to teach. For most that means a

career in the classroom, working directly

on a daily basis with young people, assisting

each student in mastering new skills. The
report says there could be many other ways
of adding richness and variety to a teaching

career. Practising teachers can list many of

these ways. Were any teachers asked for

this input?

The role of teaching assistants raises a

matter for serious discussion. What is a

teacher if not one who teaches? What is a

teaching assistant if not one who assists a

teacher? Yet the writers suggest that

indeed there are times when the teaching

assistant should be teaching. I do not

disagree that teachers need time to work in

the teacher centre, to consult with other

teachers, to plan programs, to meet with

parents, and to do the multitude of tasks

which in most situations must be carried

out while supervising a class. But the

answer is not in having teaching assistants

assume the teaching responsibility. The
answer is in providing teachers able to

carry out that responsibility. To suggest

less is to provide a less than adequate

learning environment for the students.

The report suggests that schools should

be restructured to unleash professionalism

from the constraints of bureaucracy in the

interests of schools and children. Yet it also

recommends establishing two additional

levels of bureaucracy in teacher

education—the Ontario Council for

Teacher Education and the Regional

Consortia. Surely the arguments used for

decreasing the bureaucratic structures in

schools are the same ones which should

prevent introduction of new bureaucratic

structures in teacher education. If there is

need for regional co-ordination the

constituent groups should get together to

share their interests and strengths. The
proposed Ontario Council for Teacher
Education seems to reassign

responsibilities from current bodies to new,

unnecessary structures.

Review of teacher education is needed.
Changes are necessary. But the changes
cannot be implemented by teachers alone.

Taking positions on the education of

teachers is not new for the Eederation of

Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario.

Of particular note are the 1965 brief on
the training of elementary school teachers,

the 1972-73 study of models for

consecutive and concurrent programs, and
the 1981 position paper on the

components of teacher education. As well,

EWTAO provided a detailed presentation

to the research team and has responded to

the research report.

EDUCATIONAL TOURS
The world’s most experienced organi-

zation in student travel announces for

the 1987-88 season:

58 quality tours to Europe, the Soviet

Union, Egypt and Israel, Mexico and
the South Pacific.

We offer:

^ the lowest teacher/student ratio in

Canada

^ free travel for group leaders with

every 6 enrolments

^ a network of 36 worldwide offices

highly competitive prices

unique price guarantee plan

^ superior tourist class

accommodation

^ unparalleled financial security

colourful presentation packages and

support material

^ personalized service before and
during your trip

CALL TODAY
FOR MORE

INFORMATION
1-800-387-1460

EF Educational Tours

60 Bloor Street West
Suite 707

Toronto, Ontario
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Teacher Education in Ontario: A Discussion

CURRENT PRACTICE AND
OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Doug McAndless

The long-awaited review of the teacher

education process in Ontario has

eventuated in an interim report that is, by

the conscious design of its authors, both

disturbing and challenging. Discussed in

regional symposia throughout the

province, the report has received written

reactions from most of the directly

interested agencies, including OTF. I do
not propose to recapitulate these detailed

responses in this brief note, but rather to

attempt some assessment of the report’s

conceptual basis and its potential value as

a platform for beneficial change.

Fullan and Connelly, the principal

investigators, working in conjunction with

a steering committee representing

government and the major educational

agencies, canvassed the entire education

community for perceptions, criticisms,

opinions, and suggestions relating to the

current practice of teacher education in

Ontario and its future options. The returns

from this survey formed the substance of

the report’s first two background chapters.

There is much to agree with, and very

little to take serious exception to in this

collective overview. Flowever, the principal

investigators acknowledge it only as a

sensible catalogue of issues and viewpoints:

“The various proposals made to us do not

add up to a comprehensive framework for

reform.”

They posit their personal notions of

reform clearly and firmly. While obviously

not averse to any individual, beneficial

adjustments to the present system, they

contend that in the absence of an

overriding conceptual framework such

adjustments will prove in the long run to

be merely functional tinkering.

Their perspective on reform is based

upon a number of assumptions regarding

the optional relations between theory and
practice, the acquisition of knowledge and
reflective practice, the meaning of being a

teacher, the teacher as a professional

within a lifelong continuum of

development, and the direct relationship

between teacher education and the quality

of schooling.

This latter aspect is of particular

importance to the investigators: “Our

Doug McAndless is President of the Ontario

Teuehe rs ' Federation.

review of the forces for change in teacher

education shows that the single most
important way of reforming schools, more
important than curriculum, more
important than management and
administration, more important than

structure, is the enhancement of the

character of the teaching force and the

conditions under which they work.” They
buttress this statement with further

supportive comments. “The starting point,

therefore, for thinking about teacher

education is the education of school-aged

students. We believe, with many others,

that the single most direct and influential

force on the quality of schooling is the

teacher who works in schools. The central

... the ideal teacher

education continuum

cannot be pursued

within the educational

processes and

administrative structures

that currently characterize

the teaching and

learning context.

question for this report, and for those

concerned with teacher education, is not,

therefore, how to train good teachers, but,

instead, how to determine the context in

which the highest quality education may
occur.”

The critical dilemma for Fullan and
Connelly is that the ideal teacher education

continuum cannot be pursued within the

educational processes and administrative

structures that currently characterize the

teaching and learning context. The
education system which has evolved from
earlier conditions is, in the investigators’

view, intensely hierarchical, bureaucratic,

management-oriented, exclusionary, and
overly directive and prescriptive in matters

of curriculum and practice. The inevitable

consequence is that the teaching force must
remain attuned to the bureaucratic nature

of the system as a whole, and thereby

limited in its potential both for professional

development and an enhanced
involvement in the evolution of education
programs and services. Bureaucracies tend

to foster and utilize bureaucratic

extensions of themselves, within controlled

environments. For Fullan and Connelly,

“the workplace is the key,” and they argue
that “it is currently a workplace designed

for people of a different age and for ideas

of management and control no longer

suitable.”

Thus, in my reading of their report,

Fullan and Connelly have based their six

sets of recommendations on a twofold

premise: (1) an increase of teacher

professionalism within (2) a change-

responsive education system in this

province. Their clear contention is that not

only are the two components mutually

dependent, but also that in the absence of

significant change in the school system

there is relatively little point in

concentrating upon the traditional

catalogue of teacher education concerns,

both institutional and field-related.

The dilemma that they describe creates

a further dilemma for their audience.

Change of the kind which they describe is

long-term and gradual, requiring a

collective shift in perceptions within the

total education community. It also requires

an alteration over time of traditional roles,

prerogatives, and authority-sharing. How
sanguine can we be about the prospects

and pace of change? How much immediate
and specific adjustment should we pursue

within the larger picture of gradual

change?
The recommendations offer some

potential directions, of course, and they

deserve careful study by all partners in the

educational enterprise. There are many
areas of direct interest for the teaching

profession, particularly in the proposals

for co-operative involvement with other

parties to the teacher education process,

and specifically in the matter of

governance structures.

OTF was one of the active advocates of

the inquiry which Fullan and Connelly

undertook over the last year. The inquiry

itself can never be considered complete,

but their tough and challenging report

gives focus and impetus to the discussions

which must take place over the next period

of time.
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APPLAUSE,
PAUSE,
OR CAUSE?
John Grosso

A group of supervisory officers

lepresenting three major separate school

boards in southern Ontario spent a

number of days during the spring studying

the position paper written by Dr. M. Fullan

and Dr. M. Connelly on teacher education

in Ontario. Generally speaking, the

reaction of the supervisory officers was

positive and there was a strong endorsation

of many of the directions in the report.

Desen'itig oj Applause

• The positive tone of the report and the

affirmation of teachers;

• the view of teacher training as a

continuum from university through pre-

service and spanning one’s total career;

• the bringing of a clearly defined

structure to a teacher-training model that

had simply emerged “over time”;

• the faith in a teacher’s ability to grow
into a fully professional person given the

proper conditions;

• the notion of establishing a teacher

centre for each school or group of schools;

• the idea of cycling people through
various positions in education;

• the examination and revision of

admissions criteria;

• the extension of the pre-service year to

include May and June;
• the review and overhaul by each

university of its faculty of education;

• the re-definition of the proper function

of a faculty of education to include greater

emphasis on research;

• the notion of a two-year induction

program and a two-year apprenticeship;
• the proposed review of the “Additional

Qualifications” system;

• the suggestion that university professors

could benefit from learning some of the

skills of teaching (this item particularly

deserves thunderous applause).

Deseming oj a Pause

• Gaution is advised re experimenting
with the role of the principal; the ideas and
approach suggested seem to conflict with

the effective schools research;

• the establishment of an umbrella

John Grosso is an Area Superintendent with

the Harnilton-Wentworth Roman Catholic

Separate School Board.

What It Takes to Be a Teacher ( a 40 - Year Perspective

)

Elementary Teacher Training

1950s and 1960s 1970s and 1980s 1990s (proposed)

. four years of

high school

- five years of

- high school

five years of

high school

. two years of

normal school one year of

normal school

(later called

teachers' college)

- three years of

- university

one year of

teachers' college

- five years of

- high school

four years of

university

-- one year of teachers'

.. college

- two years of
-i- apprenticeship (on the

I

job)

I lifelong professional

I growth
I

“Ontario Gouncil for Teacher Education”
and Regional Consortia may turn out to be

an idea that looks good on paper; it could

in fact be a bureaucractic quagmire;
• having the Ministry govern teacher

education may perpetuate the continuing

problems that faculties of education have
had in the university community;
• is a four-year B.A. really necessary for

all?

• the involvement of OISE in pre-service

education;

• the clinical schools idea may have many
drawbacks;
• the selection of staff by universities is a

critical area and must be done with great

care.

Promoting a Cause

• Strong support is given to the notion of

reflective practice;

• faculties of education clearly need a

revised mandate;
• the vision of teacher education as a

collaborative activity involving faculties,

school boards, federations, schools,

teachers, and researchers is an elusive one
but worth pursuing;

• ideas of reducing bureaucracy are

strongly supported; care must be taken in

not creating new bureaucracies as the old

ones disappear.

Perhaps it would be desirable for the

sake of the general public to spend more
time comparing the old and the proposed
models. This would show that the authors

are not extending the training period to

nine years. This kind of press sends

prospective teachers fleeing for cover and
does a disservice to an otherwise

thoughtful and provocative document.

MicroTron Bus
Frances Rooney

“Next stop the halls of learning,” the bus

driver called, “and the new addition on the

lawn: the bus of learning.”

Vaughan Road Collegiate in the City of

York is home to the MicroTron Bus. Its

parent, the MicroTron Centre, has been
training board staff in microcomputer
skills since November of 1986.

The launching of the bus marks the

beginning of a new facet of the educational

activities of the Board of Education for the

City of York. The Centre, and now the

Bus, have been developed in conjunction

with Canada Employment and
Immigration, with the Learning
Enrichment Eoundation, and with local

businesses. In May, tbe computer service

opened to adult students and to employees

of local business and industry.

The premise on which the bus was

developed is a simple one: surveys in the

City of York indicated that over 50 percent

of employers wished to upgrade staff skills.

Many of the perceived upgrading needs

concerned the development of the

technological office. But companies could

not always spare staff to go long distances

for computer training. So, for the initial

sessions, the training can now go to the

companies. Office efficiency increases,

staff gain additional marketable skills,

productivity increases, and jobs are

created.

The MicroTron Bus is the first such

effort in Ontario. Industry, government
and community have all provided funds

and expertise for this initial project, each

has much to gain from it.
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Lessons in

Sprl 1

1

"5
Ruth Scott

Until recently, the spelling system was

viewed as a somewhat chaotic maze of

unreliable rules. If a word could not be

spelled by sounding it out, it simply had to

be memorized. The acquisition of spelling

skills was seen as a low-level memory task,

and the pedagogy for teaching spelling was

consistent with this perception. Students

became adept at writing lists of isolated

words ten times each in preparation for

weekly spelling quizzes. Spelling was

approached as a subject in itself, and little

attempt was made to integrate it

meaningfully into other aspects of the

curriculum.

Because spelling was viewed as a simple

task of memorization, poor spellers were

classified in one of two ways: stupid or lazy.

One of my most enduring memories of

elementary school occurred in my grade 8

year. Our teacher was dissatisfied with

recent results on weekly spelling tests and
declared that anyone with more than five

errors on the next test would be strapped.

At least one third of the class committed

more than five errors, and each “offender”

was strapped. My friends who had not

studied probably found solace in the belief

that they were, indeed, lazy. I wonder how
many of those who had studied hard

became convinced that they were stupid.

Our teacher was not, by nature, a cruel

individual. He was simply reacting to the

educational philosophy of the time, that

product was paramount. A student who
could not spell could not produce a

product free of errors. No attention was

paid to the process through which the

product was created, and relatively little

Ruth Scott is a hmguage arts coyisultantfor the

Halton Board ofEducation with responsibilities

extending from kindergarten to OAC. She is

enrolled part-time in the Ed.D. program at

OISE in the Special Education Department.
^

Ruth is co-author of the Canadian Spelling

Program II published by Gage.

The article “Lessons in Spelling” was origincdly

submitted to Professor Gordon Wells as part of

the recjuirement for a doctoral level course in

OISE's Curriculum Departmeiit on

controversial usues in the Imiguage arts.

innovations have occurred in the area of
writing. The process approach to writing

emphasizes the various stages of the

composing process and encourages
children to use writing as a means of
personal expression. Writing folders,

teacher/student and peer conferences, and
the enthusiastic sharing of completed work
have all contributed to a happier, more
satisfying classroom experience.

Any radical swing of the educational

pendulum, however, brings with it the

danger of over-simplification. Advocates
of a new approach are sometimes so

carried away by the enthusiasm of the

moment that they fall prey to

methodological extremism; they “throw
the baby out with the bath water.”

In recent years, spelling as a skill has

often been the victim of just such a

phenomenon. Whereas students once were
chastised for their failure to master the

conventions of English spelling, many are

now told that spelling is unimportant.

Formal spelling programs, and commercial
spellers in particular, are often scorned as

being incompatible with a child-centred

curriculum. It is felt by many that students

will become competent spellers simply by
writing on a regular basis. When spelling is

addressed, it is often done so in an
incidental fashion by pointing out errors

during writing conferences or by
developing lists of theme words for study.

A strong writing program based on the

process model is to be applauded. Students

need to feel free to concentrate on their

ideas in the draft stages of writing without

being confined to the use of words they

know how to spell. Unfortunately, many
educators have over-generalized this

principle and concluded that spelling itself

is an unimportant skill. And although

individual conferences regarding spelling

problems are an excellent way of relating

the teaching of spelling to the particular

needs of each student, they do not

emphasis was placed on the quality of ideas

found in the work. We were being
groomed for the provincial grade 13

English finals, in which more than three

major errors in grammar or spelling would
automatically constitute a failure

regardless of the depth of interpretation

displayed by the student. One can only

speculate on how many potential

professionals had their career goals

redirected because they failed to master

the conventions of English spelling.

Recent Approaches to Spelling

Mercifully, the educational pendulum
swings, and we no longer strap students

for committing spelling errors or deny
them entrance to university on the basis of

grammar or spelling alone. The same
Ministry of Education which set the

infamous grade 13 departmental exams
now advocates a child-centred classroom.

It is no longer the product but rather the

process that is seen as having the greatest

relevance; Perhaps the most profound

I
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constitute an adequate foundation in

spelling.

Both the traditional view of spelling as a

low-level memory task and the more recent

theory that spelling can be mastered by

“osmosis” in the acts of reading and writing

are based on overly simplified views of

English orthography and of the cognitive

and perceptual demands which spelling

places on the learner. Neither approach

can be supported by the important

research findings in spelling over the last

15 years.

Linguistic Analysis of the English

Spelling System
The first major inroads in understanding

the nature of learning to spell came as a

result of new insights into the English

spelling system itself. Prior to the late ’60s,

few linguists had probed beneath the

grapho-phonemic level of orthography.

Since less than half the words in English

conform to straightforward sound-symbol

correspondences, it was concluded that the

English spelling system is highly irregular.

The work of such linguists as Chomsky and
Halle (1968) and Venezky (1970), however,

radically altered these perceptions. Within

the framework of transformational

grammar, Chomsky and Halle outlined

patterns in English orthography which lie

at a deeper level than the surface phonetic

forms. These patterns, though complex,
are so pronounced that Chomsky
concludes that conventional orthography
is a “near optimal system for representing

the spoken language” (Chomsky, 1970).

The essence of learning to spell, in this

framework, is to shift gradually from a

reliance on the phonetic forms of the

language to the more abstract lexical or

meaning levels of orthography.
The lexical spelling of a word is the way

in which it is spelled in the lexicon or
dictionary of the language. Therefore, two
homophones such as “hear” and “here”
may have identical phonological

components yet different lexical spellings.

It is this feature of English orthography

which has long frustrated teachers and
students. There have been many attempts

in the past to “reform” the spelling system

so that all words are spelled as they sound.

Thus, “here” and “hear” would be spelled

in an identical fashion. Similarly, students

would no longer need to remember
alternate spellings of various sounds in the

language, as in the case of go, know, toe, and
sew.

Modern linguists would argue, however,

that such reforms would rob the language

of its richness and would, in fact, create

more problems than they would solve. To
begin with, there are definite limitations

on the number of ways in which a specific

sound can be represented in print. In the

examples above, most of the words are

members of word families. Go is spelled

the same way as so and no; know is part of

the word family which includes grow, throw,

and low; toe can be linked with foe and doe.

Only sew appears to stand on its own.

There are also restrictions on the

positioning of letters within words to

represent specific sounds. The consonant

digraph gh can represent the sound /f/

only at the end of a word, as in rough. It

would be unacceptable to use this digraph

at the beginning of a word to spell, for

instance, fall as ghall. Although there are

variations in the ways in which sounds can

be represented, most examples can be

grouped into larger patterns to ease the

burden on memory.
The most significant advantage afforded

by lexical spellings, however, is in the area

of meaning. A fundamental principle

underlying English orthography is the fact

that words that mean the same are usually

spelled the same. A student who
understands the word know is able to

deduce the meaning of knowledge or

knowledgeable. If a strict sound/symbol rule

were applied to the language, the word
know would be spelled the same as no. It

would be much more difficult, then, for

the student to grasp the meaning of a

related word such as knowledge, since there

would be no way of determining which
related meaning applied.

The “meaning connection” provided by
lexical spellings is also useful when dealing

with schwa vowels, the vowel sound created

by short vowels in unaccented syllables.

The letter e in competition, for example, is

difficult to remember because the schwa
vowel sound is not well articulated in

speech. The student who relies on sound
to determine spelling will be severely

handicapped by the schwa phenomenon in

English orthography. So too will the

student who attempts to memorize the

spelling of all schwa vowels, considering

their frequency. However, the student who
has grasped the spelling/meaning
connection can use this principle to

advantage in many instances where a schwa
vowel presents a spelling problem.
Consider competition; in the base word
compete, the c is a long vowel and thus easy

to spell. Since words related in meaning
are usually spelled the same, a correct

deduction would be that the schwa vowel
in competition relates to the spelling in

compete. The meaning principle is equally

useful as an aid to spelling silent

consonants in many words. For example,
the g in sign is difficult to remember since

it is silent, but in the related word signal,

the g is sounded.
When viewed from a lexical rather than

a strictly phonetic perspective, English

orthography is seen as an essentially

orderly system. It is also a much more
complex system than previously

acknowledged. In addition to the

principles already described, the speller

must also incorporate rules governing
syntactic relationships such as affixes,

prefixes and suffixes, possessives, and
contractions. A final source of complexity
arises from the many English words
borrowed from other languages and
reflecting the particular patterns inherent

in the orthography of the parent language.

Had the advances in research in the area

of spelling been confined to an analysis of
the spelling system, the influence on
spelling instruction may not have been
startling. The theories of transformational

grammar would have called into question
the emphasis on memorization and
subsequently weakened the perceptual

approach to the acquisition of spelling

skills. We would probably have marvelled
that anyone could master the complexities

of English orthography. At the same time,

however, students who failed to learn the

conventions of spelling would not have
benefited greatly from the revelation that

the system was, indeed, complex. Until we
knew more about how children learn to
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aged cliildren and found a remarkable

consistency in their attempts to spell words

they did not know. He demonstrated that

the logic children use in spelling changes

developmentally over time as their

experience with modern English spelling

broadens (Henderson, 1985). Other
researchers (Henderson & Beers, 1980)

tested the generality of these stages of

word knowledge across the spectrum of

children and mapped their development
across the grades. They conclude that these

stages of word knowledge have wide

generality across methods of instruction,

levels of intelligence, economic status,

dialect, and even languages (Henderson,

1985, p. 40).

Henderson and Beers divide the

developmental stages of word knowledge
into five stages, admitting the somewhat
arbitrary nature of the divisions. Stage 1

encompasses the understanding of written

language that children attain before they

begin to learn to read. Very young children

make random marks with crayon or pencil,

then gradually move to actual pictures, and
finally to letters, although the letters do
not correspond to specific sounds. Stage 2

is called the “letter-name” stage, in which
alphabetic writing occurs. The children

have grasped the concept of “word” and
map letters onto the sounds in a word.
They choose letters, however, on the basis

of the sound of the letter’s name: are is

likely to be spelled R, you is spelled U, and
so forth. Children at this stage have a

remarkable ability to discriminate sounds
that adults no longer hear. For example,
truck will be spelled as CHROK or dragon as

JRAGN. Children at stage 2 also

demonstrate consistent patterns for

spell, the intriguing insights into the

patterns underlying our language would
have remained essentially on a theoretical

plane. A notable exception to this

observation is Carol Chomsky who, in

1970, made a number of recommendations
about spelling instruction which she

inferred from the findings of

transformational grammar. Her
observations remain largely supported by

subsequent research in the ’70s and ’80s.

Developmental Nature of Learning to

Spell

While advances were being made in tbe

understanding of English orthography,

breakthrough discoveries were also being

made into the ways in which children learn

to spell. Read (1971, 1975) examined the

error patterns of preschool and primary-

representing short vowels. They substitute

the name-letter vowel that is closest to the

point of articulation in the mouth as the

specific short vowel. Therefore, short a is

spelled with an A, short e with A, short i

with E, short o with /, short u with O, and
short 00 with U. In making these

substitutions, children are relying on their

natural sense of sound discrimination and
on their keen and accurate perceptions

(Henderson, 1985).

Important changes in spelling strategy

occur in stage 3 when children gradually

abandon the letter-name approach and
begin to experiment with patterns of letters

within words. Their developing bank of

sight words, fostered by their reading

experiences, enables them to spell words
such as pail, seen, and dime correctly or in

forms such as these: PALE, SENE, and

DIAM. Children at this stage also begin to

spell the short vowels correctly and to

demonstrate greater proficiency with

blends such as st, dr, tr. The ability to

master within-word patterns is a for more
demanding task than the direct matching
plan of the letter-name strategy. This is a

mental operation that requires relational

thinking in contrast to “one-at-a-time”

thinking (Henderson, 1985).

Many observers of the young child’s

attempts to master the conventions of

English spelling refer to the process as

“invented spelling,” a term meant to reflect

the child’s active involvement in generating

hypotheses about the orthographic system.

It should be noted that even at stage 3,

which for most children coincides roughly

with late grade 2 or grade 3, the child’s

hypotheses are basically restricted to tbe

grapho-phonemic level of orthography.

Apart from some elementary

understanding of simple affixes, few

attempts are made to explore lexical

patterns including derivational

relationships, homophones, possessives,

contractions, prefixes, and suffixes—to

name just a few skills which must be

acquired by the competent speller. Until

the recent findings of Henderson and
Beers, most descriptions of invented

spelling stopped at the within-word pattern

stage and simply designated the next stage

as “conventional spelling.” By virtually

ignoring the complex syntactic and
semantic patterns which lie at the deeper
layers of the spelling system, such schema
promote an overly simplified view of the

demands placed upon the speller and
imply equally inadequate instructional

techniques.

According to the Henderson and Beers

model, toward the end of stage 3 children

extend their exploration of vowel patterns

to include meaning patterns. Inflectional

endings are related to meaning, as in the

case of ed signifying the past tense whether
it is pronounced d as in planned or I as in

stepped. Children also begin to grapple with

the concept of homophones. Homophones
exemplify the basic meaning principle:

things that mean alike are spelled alike;

things that mean differently are spelled

differently (Henderson, 1985). The
meaning components of simple prefixes

and suffixes are also explored.

In stage 4, children become more adept

at spelling polysyllabic words. In order to

do so, they must understand the features

of syllable juncture, particularly the

concept of doubling consonants to mark or

maintain the short English vowel. They
learn, for example, that the past tense of

pat must be spelled patted, not pated,

whereas the past tense of skate is skated, not

skatted. This knowledge is also applied to

adding ing, and is, in fact, the basic

juncture principle for all words of two or

more syllables. Most children do not reach
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this stage until the Junior division, after

extensive exposure to print forms
throughout the primary years.

The final stage identified by Henderson

and Beers is one in which children

synthesize their accumulated knowledge

of the spelling system and are able to cope

with derivational principles. They began

their exploration of orthography using the

simple alphabetic principle in which

sounds are mapped to letters. Gradually

they moved to an understanding of

patterns, first focussing on vowel patterns

and then progressing to meaning patterns.

This knowledge was then applied to

polysyllabic words. Few chilclren reach this

plateau until the intermediate division, and
its refinement continues throughout

adulthood. When a speller is able to move
freely from base words to derivatives,

taking into account prefixes and suffixes

and other linguistic information, the world

of vocabulary as well as spelling is opened
for inspection. This stage is potentially the

most interesting for the teacher, as the

“rules” and regularities with which

children must come to grips can be

discussed in ways that challenge the

teacher as well as the children to discover

the underlying principles. Teachers who
capitalize on these opportunities will find

that there is a wealth of worthwhile

discovery work to be done linking

vocabulary and spelling with children who
have reached this stage.

These insights into the English spelling

system and the developmental nature of

learning to spell reveal remarkable

similarities. Children begin to examine the

surface grapho-phonemic layer of

orthography anci gradually, but

systematically, progress to the syntactic and
semantic levels. The deeper layers of the

spelling system are based on more abstract

principles, and children do not fully grasp

these patterns until their thought processes

move from concrete to increasingly

abstract functions.

Implications for Curriculum
The important research findings of the

past 15 years necessitate a re-examination

of the role of spelling in the school

curriculum. In the traditional curriculum,

spelling was given a position of

prominence. Unfortunately, since so little

was known either about the spelling system

or the process of learning to spell,

instruction focussed on rote memorization
rather than concept formation. Current

research does not negate the importance

of perceptual skills in spelling; students

must be able to retain clear visual images

of a bank of sight words, particularly those

which do not conform to common
patterns. Likewise, auditory skills are vital

when hearing and reproducing sequences

of sounds in graphic form. Many
traditional spelling techniques based on
the perceptual approach are useful in

helping students to examine words

carefully. The weakness of the traditional

approach, however, is that it views spelling

in isolation from the broader context of

curriculum. The goal of the perceptual

approach is to teach the spelling of words;

the developmental approach uses the

spelling of words merely as a starting point.

The'overriding purpose is to help students

form concepts about language which they

can apply to all aspects of the curriculum.

In reaction to the isolated skill /drill

methods arising from traditional spelling

programs, recent practices in language arts

have tended to minimize the importance

of spelling as a skill. Spelling tends to be

viewed as a “cosmetic” feature of language

to be addressed only in the final editing

stages of writing. It is assumed by many
that students will progress along the

developmental continuum of spelling

through a language arts program which

affords frequent opportunities to read and
write. An analogy is often drawn with the

child’s development in oral language.

Parents do not formally teach oral

languages, yet almost all children have

incorporated very sophisticated speech

patterns into their language before

arriving in kindergarten.

This approach to spelling, however, is

limited. The comparison between learning

to spell and learning to speak is

inappropriate on at least two counts. First,

the exposure children have to oral

language is continuous throughout the

day, whether at home or school; children

are immersed in an oral environment from
birth. In a school setting, the contact with

print is much less intensive. So many
aspects of the curriculum involve non-print

activities that even the most conscientious

teacher cannot hope to replicate the

intensity of exposure to oral language.

Second, the standards of “correctness" are

considerably more exacting in spelling. A
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speaker is able to rephrase an idea in

various ways if communication is unclear

and to use voice modulation, gesttire, and
other body language to enhance the

message. Sentence fragments, run-on

sentences, and faulty pronoun references

are but a few features of oral language

common in everyday speech. In spelling,

however, there is almost no leeway for

what is considered correct or incorrect.

Beyond the stage of invented spelling,

words which conform to conventional

spelling must contain the proper letters in

the correct sequence. While there are

regional and historical variations in dialect

and patterns of speech, lexical spelling has

shown itself to be highly resistant to change
(Chomsky, C., 1970).

The above statements do not negate the

possibility that some children may learn to

spell without formal instruction; however,

they are in a minority (Templeton, 1986).

The basis for developing concepts about

written language is tbe ability to examine
words carefully and logically. Most
children require support for this process

in an environment w'hich encourages

attempts to “make sense” of English

orthography.
Viewing language as an object of study

is consistent with recent trends in

metalinguistic theory. Children's

metalinguistic development reflects their

growing awareness of certain properties of

language and their ability to make
linguistic forms tbemselves the object of

analysis (Yaden & Templeton, 1986).

When children analyze the spelling system

and discover patterns appropriate to their

stage of development, English

orthography is no longer an intangible foe

but rather an ally in their quest to make
sense of all aspects of language.

How children should be supported in

their developing understanding of the

spelling system remains a crucial question.

In reviewing the research in linguistic

analysis of English spelling and the

developmental view of learning to spell.

Read and Hodges (1982) conclude that the

instructional implications of these findings

“pose one of the most significant

challenges for curriculum developers in

the long heritage of this school subject.”

Ideally, a teacher knowledgeable about

orthographic patterns and sensitive to the

developmental stages of spelling growth
could utilize classroom experiences to

provide a fully integrated spelling

program. The demands of this task,

however, should not be underestimated. It

is not enough to choose a list of words from
themes, current reading, or the child’s

personal errors and have the child

memorize the spelling of each word. It is

often assumed that such words are

preferable to those presented in spelling

texts because they are derived from a

meaningful context, the child’s learning

environment. Unless these words are also

chosen to represent patterns and principles

in orthography and applied through

writing experiences and meaningful

exercises, they will not, in themselves,

constitute an adequate spelling program.

The most meaningful context is that of

language itself.

Many teachers may use a carefully

planned commercial speller based on up-

to-date research in the field of spelling.

The patterns and concepts addressed in

the speller must then be reinforced and
applied through personal writing

conferences, activity centres, reading

experiences in all subject areas, and so

forth. A comprehensive spelling program,
whether developed by a knowledgeable
teacher or presented in a well-constructed

spelling series, can provide the critical

knowledge base for growth in spelling: a

systematic presentation and study of the

major spelling patterns in the English

language (Templeton, 1986).

In the traditional approach to spelling,

children were the passive recipients of lists

of words. How much better it would be if

their .natural curiosity and exuberance
were directed toward playing with

language and discovering the fascinating

games that can be associated with words.
As they mature, their developing
understanding of the patterns underlying
the English language will aid them in their

acquisition of new vocabulary and give

them more sophisticated tools for

expressing their thoughts in verbal or
written forms. Erom their reading they will

derive further insights into the structure

of language, which they can then apply
through purposeful writing. Henderson
and Templeton (1986) conclude that

“spelling is thus pivotal to both reading
and writing; in this sense it is central to the

meaning and acquisition of literacy.”
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LA FORMATIONA DISTANCE
Bernard Courle, Centre de recherche en

education franco-ontarienne, lEPO

L’enseignenient a distance est un
phenomene qui renionte aux annees 1800.

En effet, les premiers cotirs a distance out

ete ofTerts a Londres en 1840. II s’agissait

de cours de stenographie par

correspondance mis au point par

I’inventeur de la stenographie, William

Pitman. Les debuts de I’enseignement par

correspondance sont marques par

rutilisation de Tecrit comme support

d’enseignement et de la poste comme
moyen de communication.

A lepoque de la lere guerre mondiale,

ce sont surtout des etablissements

d’enseignement prive et

commercial qui offrent des cours par

correspondance: ABC, I’Ecole universelle,

Linguaphone, etc. A cette meme periode,

etjusqu’a la 2e guerre mondiale, plusieurs

gouvernements decident d’offrir

I’enseignement primaire et secondaire par

correspondance, pour pallier le manque
de ressources humaines, les diverses

penuries et, dans plusieurs pays d’Europe,

la fermeture des ecoles.

Aujourd’hui, I’utilisation des medias

comme support pedagogique explique les

developpements que connait

I’enseignement a distance. Crace a ces

moyens de communication, une plus

grande accessibilite a I’education est

assuree. Lorsque Ton parle de formation a

distance, les vocables sont nombreux:
enseignement par correspondance, tele-

enseignement (avec conferences

tdephoniques), television scolaire,

enseignement hors campus, diffusion de

documents pedagogiques par satellite, par

cablodistribution ou reseau telematique,

etc. Quelle que soit la technique utilisee, la

formation a distance vise toujours a

dispenser un enseignement a des

etudiantes et etudiants eloignes et elle est

con^ue essentiellement comme une forme
d’autodidaxie assistee qui permet a

I’apprenant adulte d’acceder a des sources

mediatisees de savoirs, sans I’intervention

classique d’un enseignant, mais avec le

soutien d’un reseau de ressources

d’encadrement.

Pour sa part, Liz Burge, responsable du
Service de developpement de ressources

pedagogiques a I’lEPO, declare: “La
conception des cours a distance offerts par

I’Institut est habituellement assuree par

une equipe car on reconnait que (a)

plusieurs professeurs, malgre leur grande
competence dans leur domaine, ne sont

pas formes en andragogie ni en conception

ou production de materiel didactique; (b)

une personne seule eprouve plus de
difficultes a tenir compte des orientations

et perspectives etudiantes; (c) certains

professeurs ont tendance a avoir un point

de vtie stereotype du processus de la

formation a distance, corresponclant a

I’image d’un enseignement de second

ordre dispense a des etudiant-e-s

geographiquement isoles et ou du materiel

depourvu d’interet est utilise par

correspondance. Je presume que les gens

savent que la formation a distance, en plus

d’etre de qualite, est pratique et

commode.”
Dans leur ouvrage de 1985 intitule Le

savoir a domicile. Prance Henri et Anthony
Kaye, de la Tele-universite (une des

composantes de I’Universite du Quebec),

declarent que, “plus qu’un moyen
d’enseignement, la formation a distance se

con^oit comme un systeme cornplexe qui ne

pent etre assimile aux systemes

traditionnels d’enseignement ni dans son

fonctionnement organisationnel, ni dans
son fonctionnement pedagogique.” Par

“systemes traditionnels” ils entendent ceux
qui dispensent un enseignement viva voce,

sur campus, oil etudiant-e-s et professeurs

evoluent en presence les tins des autres,

dans une unite d’espace et de temps. A leur

avis, les enseignements mediatises ou
individualises ne font pas partie de la

formation ci distance a moins qu’ils ne soient

integres a un ensemble d’activites

d’apprentissage et a un suivi pedagogique
interactif comme, par exemple,
I’encadrement des apprentissages par un
tuteur et des rencontres avec d’autres

etudiant-e-s. Ils estiment que les projets

etudies ont demontre que I’enseignement

mediatise, a distance, pouvait etre aussi

efficace que I’enseignement traditionnel.

Ils affirment aussi que de plus en plus les

adultes s’affranchissent du mythe culture!

qui veut qu’en dehors de I’ecole, du
professetir et de la salle de classe, il soit

impossible d’apprendre.
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La telematique, que G. Pujolle (1983)

dans La telematique: reseaux et applications

definit comme “I’ensemble des services et

des techniques permettant a des usagers

d’obtenir et d’exploiter des informations

sur demande,” peut permettre aux
institutions de formation a distance de se

degager de la dependance de I’ecrit,

d’alleger la lourdeur des mises ajour et de
s’affranchir des contraintes de la poste ou
des court iers prives et d’assurer une
retroaction plus rapide aux etudiant-e-s.

Elle peut egalement favoriser le

regroupement des ressources educatives,

les echanges de ressources et les recherches

par le moyen de teleconferences et des

echanges reseaux.

Le modele ci-contre permet de voir

comment on peut integrer la telematique

dans un cours de formation a distance. Les

reseaux telematiques creent non seulement

la possibilite de cheminements
pedagogiques diversifies mais modifient

considerablement les formules

pedagogiques d’encadrement actuellement

utilisees dans les systemes de formation a

distance.

C’est vers ce modele que se dirige la

formation a distance a I’lEPO. Le nouveau
programme de maitrise en education, qui

est centre sur la langue et I’enseignement

de la langue en milieu francophone
canadien et qui porte le nom de “Langue
et education,” sera dispense entierement

en frangais et utilise principalement la

formule des conferences telephoniques.

II n’est surement pas illusoire de penser

que ce modele sera bientot utilise: la

documentation ecrite constituera un
enrichissement et une trace permanente
du message televisuel; le telephone
permettra I’aide individuelle et les

conferences; le micro-ordinateur, utilise

en mode autonome, rendra possible a

I’etudiant-e I’utilisation des didacticiels

specialement congus ou achetes pour le

cours; et I’addition de modems aux micro-

ordinateurs permettra la mise en place

d’un canal telematique donnant acces a un
ordinateur central pour consultation de
banques de donnees.

INTERVIEW/ED ENNS/ELEANOR ROURKE/DOUGLAS THOM

School Administrators

Discuss Students
We check and double-check everything we do because we
know student lives are very precious, and if we make a

mistake, we donH suffer the consequences, the children do.

Thom: What differences have you
observed between students of the late ’60s

and early ’70s and those of today?

Rourke: One thing we notice in the

elementary school today is that children

believe they should be part of the

education process. They believe they

should be heard. They seem to have a

greater faith in themselves than you or I

had when we went to elementary school.

Thom: Do students of today have a better

self-concept than those of a generation

ago?

Rourke: I think they do have a better self-

concept because they have been given

more opportunities to try things and to

prove to themselves that they are

academically capable. We work very hard

at planning programs and putting children

in situations where they can excel. This

tends to give them a better feeling about

themselves.

This interview was originally prepared for the

Children of the World Series in Saskatoon.

Eleanor Rourke is an elementary principal and
Ed Enns is a secondary school principal, both in

Saskatchewan. Douglas Thom, a Professor of

Educational Administration at Lakehead

University in Thunder Bay, Ontario, conducted

the interview.

Thom: Ed, what about the secondary level?

Enns: Kids in high school now are

different from one particular block of kids

in the ’60s who wanted to reform the

world, to break down institutions and
school patterns. Today they are terribly

practical. They are aiming at a job, a

profession. They are not there to tear

down the values of the school or of their

parents. They often quote their parents,

which amazes me because it has not always

been that way.

Thom: Generally, do secondary students

aspire to go on to college or university?

Enns: Kids still think of getting a college

degree, definitely, but they have to see it as

being practical. They have to see the strong

possibility of a job afterward. Many
students have Saturday or eveningjobs and
some jobs even infringe on school hours.

Thom: This practical orientation must tie

into the notion of the “basics.” Can you

honestly say, Eleanor, that in elementary

schools the students are getting good basic

development?

Rourke: I don’t think we were ever far

away from the “basics.” But society has

changed so much we would be wrong to

try to recapture the education you and I

had. I went to a country school for grades

1 to 10. A textbook was put in front of us

and we could either read it or we couldn’t;

that was all there was to it. Those of us

fortunate enough to be able to read were
fine, but the children whose first language

was not English or who had trouble

reading just could not cope with that one
textbook. In a typical elementary classroom

today there are many different programs
tailored to suit many different children’s

needs.

Enns: I think we have added a dimension i

to the basics, and that is oral

communication. Kids don’t just have to

read, write, and work with numbers, they

have to be able to communicate orally.

Kids today who supposedly are not able^
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to read could very easily read the stuff we
expected them to read 15 years ago. What
we expect from them now is infinitely more
complex, and some students get bogged
down.

Thom: Just 25 years ago, there were fewer

youngsters attending high school and
completing their education. You would

think that standards would have to come
down because we’re catering to a larger

proportion of society’s youth.

Enns: 1 don’t feel that standards have gone
down. We’re teaching some things in

elementary school that 1 learned in second-

year university. Sometimes before we can

fully adapt these programs, they appear

awkward and too technical. But kids have

a wide choice; they know the areas in which

they function well and tend to aim for

those programs (I’m talking about senior

high now). They don’t have to be good at

everything.

Thom: Do you feel there have been too

many changes in recent years with regard

to textbooks and the curricula generally?

Rourke: I don’t think there has been too

much change there, and I think that most

of it has been very positive. There has been

a great change in the total climate of the

school: the sense of ownership on the part

of students of the school, the increase in

their sense of pride. This is a reflection of

the change in the programming of the

school to meet the needs of each child. I

don’t think we have gone too fast. If

anything, education tends to be

conservative. We check and double-check

everything we do because we know student

lives are very precious, and if we make a

mistake, we don’t suffer the consequences,

the children do.

Thom: In recent years, every province has

revised and consolidated legislation to

cater to students’ rights and to lay out the

responsibilities not just of administrators

and teachers but of students and parents

as well. What are some of the general issues

with regard to students’ rights? You’ve

mentioned that students feel more of a

sense of ownership of their school . . .

Rourke: Probably the key issue for

students’ rights is the right of the student

to have an education that fits his or her

own individual style and capabilities. If we
are providing that kind of education it will

be reflected in the way students feel about

their education. Many of the students’

rights discussed across Canada did not hit

us here in the Prairies. We don’t have large

ghetto situations so our schools tend to be

uniformly good (perhaps there’s a slight

bias here). We don’t have pocket ghettos

where we need policemen patrolling our
school halls. Students’ rights related to this

problem were never in jeopardy. The
students’ right to express their own
opinions, to say what they believe, we’ve

always taken into consideration, but I think

we are listening more carefully now than

we did before. And I see that as positive.

Enns: Students want us to discuss with

them how decisions are made about course

offerings and credits needed. They want

to have things justified to them; then they

are perfectly happy and feel this sense of

Students want us to discuss

with them how decisions are

made about course offerings

and credits needed. They

want to have thingsjustified

to them; then they are

perfectly happy andfeel this

sense of ownership. We try

to open up decision making

to the students so that they

can have input. And that

increases their pride in what

they have achieved. It all

relates to their practical

approach, which I think

Eleanor was getting at too,

in that students want to

know where they are going.

ownership. We try to open up decision

making to the students so that they can

have input. And that increases their pride

in what they have achieved. It all relates to

their practical approach, which I think

Eleanor was getting at too, in that students

want to know where they are going.

Thom: What channels do students have

for input into decision making?

Enns: In my school, casualness is the

channel. The kids walk into the office at

any time, and I discuss anything with them.

I make a great point of saying, especially

at the beginning of the year when we have

new students, that there are no rules or

decisions not open to discussion. After

discussion, we may change rules, we piay

modify them, but the kids always walk out

with a sense of confidence that they are

listened to and have input. 1 think students

have a right to have input into what is

happening in school.

Thom: How able are elementary students,

in particular, to know what kind of

program best suits their needs and
interests?

Rourke: We don’t let elementary students

decide on their total program; they’re not

mature enough for that. However, we’re

working hard at giving them more options.

For instance, many teachers have
independent study projects whereby they

set up a contract arrangement with a

student or group of students to study a

particular topic in depth. Typically, the

students want to do research projects on
topics about which the whole family is

enthusiastic, and typically parents get

involved in the support of these projects.

Enns: Sometimes, of course, we feel that

students make poor choices and we try to

guide them into what we feel are right

ones. The main objective is not to close any
doors, to select their courses so that they

don’t cut themselves off from something.

Sometimes we get into political areas here.

For example, a few years ago a second
language was popular. Now, it doesn’t

matter what that second language is, it is

not a popular option. But kids do know,
generally, what sorts of things they’re

aiming for and that determines their

choice.
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Ruth Dawson

What math uses a thinking style that is just

right for little children, has made possible

a new look at science, through the eyes of

Einstein, and has its origins in fine art?

That math is the obvious but weird and
wonderful geometry of many dimensions—
Topology.

Topology doesn’t need to measure or

count. Topology looks at what happens to

things and people and space and time.

What makes them change or do they

change themselves? For example, in time

people grow older, but they can change
the quality of their old age by adjusting

A NEW
LOOK

has dominated science for the last 200
years.

The new thinking style developed
“underground,” so to speak, beginning
with Renaissance art and culminating (but

not ending) in Einstein’s theory of

relativity. (I use the term “underground”
because Desargues’ projective geometry,

which expanded the discoveries in

perspective of artist-mathema-

ticians of the Renaissance, and Pascal’s

writings on conic sections, which extended
Desargues’ theories, were lost for more
than 150 years between 1639 and 1800
[Kline, 1967]).

Projective geometry deals with the very

formation of the geometrical figures whose
congruence, similarity, and equivalence are

discussed in Euclidean geometry. It seems
the later developments of geometry
uncovered more and more basic concepts.

Topology includes all the geometries

because its ideas are even more
fundamental than projective geometry,

from which it was developed. Because of

from perspective to projective geometry to
'

topology (Piaget, 1970, p. 31).
'

Perspective was the first breakthrough,
|

the first new geometry since Euclid’s. It

was suggested by the Greeks when they

distorted statues’ proportions so they
j

would seem lifelike when seen from certain 1

vantage points; but it was only through the

many experiments of artist-

mathematicians of the Renaissance—Da
Vinci, Piero della Francesca, Uccello,

Mantegna, Diirer, and others—that this

new geometry was created and fully

developed. (See Figure 1.)

How do perspective, projective geometry
and topology relate to each other?

Perspective creates an illusion in three

dimensions from one viewpoint. The
“King’s Chair” in a theatre, usually centre,

first balcony, is the vantage point from
which the illusion created by stage settings

is most convincing, and each painting

should be viewed from a certain position. ;

Rembrandt portraits, it is said, should be
|

viewed from a distance of three feet; when i

AT SCIENCE TEACHING!
their diet, exercise, and attitude. When
change happens, does it happen all at once

or gradually? Aging happens gradually,

but paralysis resulting from concussion to

the head can happen all at once.

Is there something in things and people

and space and time that doesn’t change?

That is, in the midst of change, is there

some constant a person can recognize that

helps define or provide an orientation for

a person, object, place, or situation?

Does the kind of change depend on the

person looking at it? One person, for

example, with experience in detecting

changes in color, taste, even forms, will be

aware of a change that would not be

recognized by other persons lacking the

experience. Can the change be reversed?

From sickness to health, for example?

According to some mathematicians

(Guillen, Zeeman, Kline), there is a

relationship between the new scientific

theories (relativity, quantum theory,

quantum mechanics, information theory)

and topological geometry. Those theories

utilize the topological thinking style, a

holistic examination of changes in objects and

situations. Topological thinking is very

different from the quantitative,

mechanistic thinking style which normally

divides objects into pieces in order to

analyze each piece separately, and which

Ruth Dawson is presently writing her doctoral

thesis at OISE on topology and metaphors from

visual art. She is teaching topological

exploration to adults at the Ontario Science

Centre this fall.

its fundamental nature and because

topological examination of objects and
situations does not require measurement
or constant shape or size, topology is

considered the most “primitive” geometry.

The progression is fairly straightforward

one concentrates on the left eye of the

portrait, the 3-D illusion comes into focus.

Projective geometry creates an illusion in

three dimensions using two viewpoints, like

the stereoscope, or three-dimensional

movies. Special lenses make the focal

Albrecht Durer: Designer of the Lying Woman.

The artist establishes a point of view. If the artist moves even a little, the drawing will not be true.
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adjustment for us so that the angle of our

viewpoint, where we sit in the theatre,

doesn’t matter.

Topology, like a hologram, presents an

illusion from many points of view. It is not

restricted to two eyes looking, but able to

handle many shifting points of view in

three or four dimensions or more. It is the

geometry of the possible.

An example of the topological thinking

style is found in the act of creation itself.

In science, mathematics, or art, an idea

usually begins with the formation of a

visual image. Sometimes vague, or blurry,

hovering at the edge of consciousness or in

a dream, it can be destroyed by even

thinking a word (Hadamard, 1954;

Koestler, 1965). But when the image snaps

into focus, it can be verbalized and
submitted to logic, to quantitative methods.

But first, the idea, the image, forms.

Einstein visualized himself sliding down a

beam of light from a star—theory of

relativity; von Kekule saw in a dream a

snake like a ring, with its tail in its mouth—
the chemical formulation of benzine rings.

Niels Bohr, the creator of the quantum
theory, used Hokusai’s famous “One
Hundred Views of Mount Fuji” to describe

bis theory of complementarity.

Topology constantly returns to visual

language (Sauvy, 1974), and excellent

metaphors for topological concepts are

found in visual art. A propos to visual

language. Da Vinci regarded painting itself

as a science, superior to architecture,

music, and poetry, because it deals with

the geometry of surfaces (Kline, 1967,

p. 227). Top + ology in fact means “the

study of tops or surfaces.”

When I started thinking about surface

change, or of creating new surfaces, I

realized that topology covered a lot of

ground—literally. Think of all the layers of

surfaces creating the earth’s crust. But
surface change does not only apply to earth

and rocks: it can also be the eruption of a

pimple on the skin, or the healing of a

wound. New surfaces need not be just the

result of fitting together the triangular

pieces of a Buckminster Fuller dome; new
surfaces can be created by putting makeup
or layers of costume on skin, or by growth
in people or animals or plants.

Topology studies changes in surfaces,

but it also searches for the “soul” of objects:

that quality (or qualities) of an object which
stays constant despite varieties of changes
(Guillen, 1983, p. 154). The metaphor of
children’s growth, in works of art showing
change from infancy to adulthood, can
help children understand the idea of an
invariant “soul” in an object: their limbs

lengthen and thicken, but the relative

positions of the parts of the body stay

constant. The eyes do not migrate to the

soles of the feet, regardless of sickness,

broken limbs, maturity, or aging (and one’s

gender stays constant!).

Topology allows us to place the basic

biological concept of form and subtle form
changes in first place, and the concept of

measurable quantity in second place.

Topological manipulations of whole
objects are generally limited to bending,

twisting, and stretching, which leaves them
whole, therefore “unchanged.” (See Figure

2.) Change occurs when one cuts,

punctures, tears, or breaks the surface of

an object. For example, blowing up a

balloon doesn’t change it fundamentally;

the expansion of the balloon’s surface can

Figure 2. Topological Deformations of

familiar shapes are portrayed. A sphere

can be deformed into (a) an egg shape,

(b) a squashed-ball shape, (c) a cube,

and (d) a deformation of the cube. Each

deformation is topologically equivalent

to the others and to the sphere.

An Inner Tube may be turned inside out

if one assumes that it is made of a remark-

able kind of rubber that may be enormously

stretched and shrunk. At the upper left is

an inner tube (A) with the hole for the

valve stem somewhat enlarged for clar-

ity. The hole is first greatly stretched

until the rubber is in two strips (B,C and D).

Each of the two interconnected rings is

then given a half-twist and the whole

process is reversed (E,F,G,H and I).

Notice that the grain of the rubber,

assuming it has a grain, now runs around

the thickness of the tube instead of

lengthwise along it.

be reversed by letting out the air.

Puncturing tbe balloon changes it

irreversibly. In topology, tbe bursting of a

balloon is a metaphor for death.

In topological thinking, the continuous

variation of fortn (metamorphosis) can be

examined before any judgtnent is

formulated. In other words, a topological

examination of circumstances can be a

metaphorical examination. It can allow

relativity, probability, complementarity
(context), ambiguous information, and
paradox to be drawn out of the

circumstances. The imagination can work
behind the scenes, as it were, before a logical

examination of the imaginative ideas.

Not surprisingly, topological concepts

can be connected to both commonplace
and fantastic happenings. Thus, one
secondary teacher of mathematics stated

his objections to taking topology in his last

year of university: topology was too

obvious and “the Reimann manifolds were
too weird”! (To appreciate Reimannian
geometry, one must first perceive that what

is chosen as the distance between two

points determines the geometry that

results.) (See Figure 3.)

The mathematics of topology answered
the problem of my frustration when I

taught elementary math. My art training

had convinced me math was necessary, but

how could I share that conviction with my
young students? During my years of

teaching, I had become aware that tbis was

a common dilemma shared by primary

teachers: they did not know why learning

math (other than simple computation) was

necessary for day-to-day functioning in

most people’s lives. When I started my
graduate studies, I decided to look for a

better way to teach math to young children.

In my initial research for my M.S. thesis,

planned to design and test a new math
curriculum, it became evident that topology

was the math most suited for young
children. As a beginning math, it was more

basic for children than learning to count.

The connection between the psychology

of how children learn math ancl topology,

which is taught as a higher math in a

university student’s last year of math
specialization, is suggested by an historic
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encounter between the psychologist Jean
Piaget and the mathematician Dieudonne
(then the senior mathematician with the

Bourbaki mathematics research group in

Paris). The encounter took place outside

Paris at a conference entitled “Mental

Structures and Mathematical Structures,”

which brought together mathematicians

and psychologists to discuss these ideas.

Piaget and Dieudonne, after their

respective lectures, were mutually

astonished to discover that the topological

structure of mathematics had a “direct

relationship” to what Piaget had identified

as the first stage of learning in children,

the sensorimotor or “preoperational stage”

(Piaget, 1970, p. 26). The Bourbaki Group
who were in the process of categorizing all

mathematics at that time had identified

three “mother structures”: the topological

structure, the ordering structure (which

corresponded to the “concrete operational

stage” and included counting) and the

algebraic structure (which corresponded

to the “formal operational stage” and
included Euclidean geometry) (Copeland,

1974, p. 15). Piaget believed there was a

direct relationship between topology and
the beginning level of children’s

intellectual development (1970, p. 31). In

1977, Gibson demonstrated that 5-month-

old infants can make topological

judgments.

Young children engage in topological

problem-solving from the time they are

born. Recognizing a face is the same as a

mathematical argument (Hadamard,
1954), and though it is not strictly a

topological problem, it does utilize the

topological thinking style. I have found
the artistic rendering of facial expression

(an extremely difficult task for an artist, as

despair can easily be mistaken for rage,

and laughter for tears) to be a useful visual

metaphor for topological change,

incorporating as it does not only surface

change, but also social and biological

change. (See Figure 4.)

As I observe the students in my
topological math program for young
children (starting at age 3) at the Ontario

Science Centre, I have become convinced

of the intimate connection between simple

science experiments and the

understanding of topological concepts. By
way of slides of fine art and nature and
simple science experiments, I introduce

children to topological vocabulary:

(1) Expand, contract, burst; (2) Stretch,

relax, cut; (3) Swell, shrink, crumble; (4)

Dent, pop out, stamp out.

Expand /contract, stretch /relax, swell/

shrink and dent/ pop out are reversible

changes, while burst, cut, crumble, and
stamp out are not reversible. (There are

also changes which are partially reversible.)

This topological vocabulary is printed and
displayed in the classroom. Children use

the words during discussion,

experimentation, and physical activities.

Distinctions between types of changes

are important: while expand /contract

deals with changes created by air pressure

(in balloons, bubbles and lungs), swell/

shrink deals with changes created by

absorption of water or dehydration as seen

in shrunken heads or starving people and
also in comparing dried fruit and cooked
fruit with fresh fruit.

As visual metaphors for these changes, I

do not use paintings by Picasso, Klee, Miro,
etc., or abstract works. It is difficult to

create a discussion of topological changes
where the image is extremely deformed or
where it does not relate directly to the

physical world. I use slides of realistic

pictures so that we can discuss basic

topological concepts such as inside ! outside

,

open! closed, which are related, in turn, to

people, animals, plants, rocks, etc.,

furnishing a broad base for the

complementarity of each concept. The
complexity of the visual art is more likely

to engage, to make contact with, the very

different sets of experiences each child

brings to the learning milieu.

I also employ the topological paradox
(real /fantastic) in my programs. When I

introduce the idea of stretch as a

topological change (I don’t tell young
children there is “no change”), I use a

commonsense, obvious activity to

demonstrate the idea, such as showing
childen how they can stretch their leg

muscles using a ballet exercise. The
concept is extended by pictures of
stretched necks, ears, and lips, exhibiting

the strange customs of the Ubangi. These
“real” happenings are always linked with

fantasy or myth—for example, with Alice

in Wonderland, who stretched like a

telescope after eating the little cake with

the sign “Eat me” and contracted back to

normal dimensions after she drank from
the little bottle that said “Drink me.” (The

author of Alice in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll

[Professor Dodgson], was a mathematician

acquainted with the new geometries. He
certainly knew how to use the topological

thinking style.)

(See Figure 5.)

Topology’s concepts

of reversibility

and invariance are as

crucial for under-

standing science

concepts, nature,

psychology, and social

and political life as

they are for under-
standing arithmetic.

Yet there is not a

topological compon-
ent in any math
guideline in Canada.
Topological ideas can
be, for teachers, an
excellent organizing

format for starting

children thinking

about science,

about changes in themselves and their

environment, and at the same time, having
a wonderful time being fascinated and
surprised by the amazing connections with

art and literature, with fantasy and
mythology.
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The Best Summer Yet, by Pat Grist and
Shirley Whitaker. Toronto: Muscular

Dystrophy Association of Canada, 1987.

Donna Hutchins

The genre of the children’s “message”
.book is a ratlier ticklish one. Such books
tend to be either cloying, boring, smug, or

a combination of all three. But The Best

Summer Yet is different— it’s likable. This

new book is published by the Muscular
Dystrophy Association and is written by

Pat Grist and illustrated by Shirley

Whitaker. Though a MDA publication, the

book isn’t heavy-handed about the tragic

disease and perhaps it takes an adult

reader to pick up on the really heart-

wrenching aspects. The story is ostensibly

about a young boy (stricken with MD)
getting an electric wheelchair and
wondering what his friend Jenny will

think. Jenny, meanwhile, is concerned
about wearing glasses for the first time.

The children soon discover, through a

boisterous trip on the wheelchair, that their

400, Toronto, Ontario M4P 1E8, (416)

488-0030 or any of their regional offices

located in each province. The price of the

book is $4.95 per copy, $3.95 for orders of

20 or more, and free to MDA clients.

new accoutrements are far from a

hindrance to them. In fact, quite the

reverse is true. And the children realize

that however they may look on the outside

they’re “still the same person inside.”

Copies of The Best Summer Yet can be

obtained by contacting the MDA National

Office at 150 Eglinton Avenue East, Suite
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Making Choices! Women in Non-Traditional

Jobs, by Sheila Amato and Pat Staton.

Toronto: Green Dragon Press, 1987.

unpaginated. $14.95.

Prances Rooney

Unlike many books that have come out of

the women’s movement, this one issues a

clear invitation to the reader: it is

beautifully designed, plushly produced,
and full of photographs. It is also on heavy
enough paper to withstand many re-

readings; wiral binding allows it to lie flat.

The text, which consists largely of

interviews with women who are in non-

traditional Jobs, is well placed, clear, and
non-threatening, a particularly important
feature given that the book is aimed to

young adolescent girls. The intent is to get

them to think about many kinds of work
while there is still time for them to go
directly into work they want to do rather

than into the secretarial jobs for which all

too many girls are still being groomed. The
authors set a difficult agenda for

themselves and for this publication. They
have succeeded admirably.

The women portrayed range in age from
late teens to mid-fifties. Some have spent

their entire working lives in their current

jobs; some have done many things. Their

occupations include millwright mechanic,

union organizer, car salesperson, jockey,

TV cameraperson, transit driver, and
meteorologist. The women here obviously

represent a wide range of talents,

temperaments, and inclinations—they are

ordinary people of extraordinary courage.

Making Choices! also provides over 20

pages of resources: associations, books,

programs, community groups, films and
videos, government programs, kits,

newsletters and journals, pamphlets, .

posters, private organizations and
community programs, reports, and
speakers bureaus. The list provides a

tremendous scope for the student or

teacher who wishes to go further.

Pat Staton is Head of the Centre for

Women’s Studies in Education at OISE.

Co-author Sheila Amato is a former

secretary, turned heavy equipment operator.

Making Choices! is the first publication of

Green Dragon Press, the feminist division

of Seacraft Publications. Copies of the book
are available from the publisher at 135

George St. S., Suite 902, Toronto, Ontario,

M5A 4E8.D
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Preparing For Thirt

Dormer Ellis and Sue Thornham

Recent research by the Women’s Bureau
of Labour Canada on the career

expectations of Canadian schoolchildren

documented large sex differences.

Information was collected through a

questionnaire survey and supplemented
by interviews with small groups of

elementary school pupils. In spite of the

fact that the mothers of the majority of the

children were in paid employment outside

the home, the girls typically imagined their

adult role as being that of a homemaker
with children, being supported by an

employed husband. Most did expect to go

out to work, but only for a few years before

becoming mothers. Some acknowledged
that they might return to the paid labor

force when their children were grown. In

contrast, the boys assumed that they would
be in the work force throughout their adult

lives.

Most of the girls expected to enter the

traditionally feminine fields of secretarial

Dormer Ellis, past president of Women in

Science and Engineering, is a professor in the

Department ofAdult Education, OISE. She has

conducted several research projects concerning

u'omen in non-traditional occupations.

Sue Thornham is a public school principal with

the Peel Board of Education. She is a doctoral

candidate in the Department of Adult

Education, OISE, where .she is specializing in

human resource development.

work, elementary-school teaching, or

nursing. Girls who did aspire to an

occupation non-traditional for their sex

mentioned a high-status profession such as

law, architecture, or medicine. These
professions require high academic ability

and years of postsecondary study and so

may not be realistic goals for many of the

children. The boys mentioned a very wide

variety of career goals, including

occupations at all socio-economic levels.

Some boys wanted to become carpenters,

machinists, electricians, or plumbers, but

the girls completely ignored both the

skilled trades and the many non-

professional occupations based on the

various branches of technology.

Statistics Canada figures show that

women spend about 30 years in paid

employment if they are mothers, and more
if they never have children in their care.

The typical Canadian schoolgirl is

apparently either unaware of these facts or

else feels that the statistics apply only to

others, not herself. Unfortunately, many
women realize too late that they must
support themselves, and possibly their

children as well. By the time women are

aware of their long-term economic needs,

few occupational choices remain available

to them, and they may find themselves

spending many years in uninteresting, low-

paying jobs with little chance to upgrade
their qualifications.

Working women are concentrated in a

few employment categories such as clerical

work, retail sales, and service jobs, while

men work in a much broader range of

occupations. Although it is illegal to pay a

man and a woman different salaries for

doing the same task, there is a wide wage
gap between the sexes, with women in full-

time employment earning only about two-

thirds the amount earned by men.
Obviously, women and men do not usually

do the same work, and the jobs customarily

done by women are not as remunerative as

those usually done by men.
Why do women segregate themselves in

poorly paid occupations? One explanation

is that social custom and traditional beliefs

about what is appropriate work for a

woman narrow the range of occupations

considered by female entrants to the work
force. Related factors are girls’ secondary

school subject choices and the lack of
career planning that results from their

unrealistic belief that they will be in paid

employment for only a short period of

their lives.

It is the policy of the Ontario Ministry of

Education that all subjects should be

equally available to both boys and girls.

Guidance teachers are charged with

helping secondary school students choose

optional subjects that are appropriate for

their level of ability and career goals.

Nevertheless, research carried out by the

Ontario Secondary School Teachers’

Federation revealed that the sex ratios in

classes studying optional subjects vary

greatly, with certain subjects attracting

mainly female students and others

attracting mainly male students. Technical

subjects and senior courses in mathematics

and physics attract a much higher

proportion of boys than girls. A knowledge

of these subjects is essential for entry into

technological occupations. In fact,

mathematics has been called “the invisible

filter” because girls who drop mathematics

as soon as it becomes optional in their

secondary school timetable automatically

exclude themselves from dozens of well-

paying occupations.

There is no single, easy solution to the

complex problem of economically

disadvantaged working women. In the past

few years, commendable efforts have been

made by some employers, women’s
organizations, and educational institutions

to help some women move into better

paying jobs which have traditionally been

done by men. Even women who are highly

motivated to improve their earning

capacity need considerable support, both

financial and social, if they are to acquire

the basic training needed for such a move.

A salesclerk or typist cannot become a

welder or meter repairperson overnight.

Few women employed in a traditionally

feminine field possess the required skills

or life experience to easily enter a male-

dominated occupation.

Some innovative programs have been

organized as pilot projects. The YWCA of

Metropolitan Toronto, in co-operation
j

with George Brown College of Applied
j

Arts and Technology, has a course called ,

“Working Skills for Women” in which
j

unemployed women spend several months I

in full-time instruction in the mathematics

and science needed for entry into trades

training. They are also given an

introduction to the use of computers, andj|

assisted with life skills such as time and m
income management, decision making and*
career planning. In addition to the full- 11^

time class of about 20 women, there is a

larger evening class for women employed '

. ?

in conventional jobs who are trying to

prepare themselves for a move into a

traditionally masculine occupation. A
i

second example is the INTO program of '

the City of Toronto, a pilot project

involving 13 women employees. Basic

experiences needed for entry into

occupations where men predominate are
^
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Rewarding Years
provided during an eight-month period

during which the women retain their

traditionally feminine jobs. The women
learn about hand and power tools,

electrical wiring, and wood and metal

work. The expectation is that these

I employees of the City of Toronto will apply

for non-traditional jobs when openings

;

occur and so help to reduce the sex

I

stereotyping of civil service jobs.

In June 1987, an invitational conference

funded by NSSHRC was held at the

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

to provide an opportunity for

representatives of government, employers,

unions, school boards, teachers’

federations, and women’s organizations to

share their experiences, concerns, and

I

expertise in devising means of augmenting
the number of women in occupations non-

traditional for their sex. Although public

and private agencies of various types all

have an important role to play in this

endeavor, it is obvious that gender equity

in the work force cannot be accomplished
unless girls currently in the educational

system develop different attitudes and
expectations than those held by their

mothers and older sisters when they were
in school. It is not sufficient to provide girls

with the same educational opportunities as

are available to boys. It is also necessary to

somehow make girls more realistic about

the length of time they will likely spend in

paid employment and their own
responsibility for ensuring that they derive

maximum benefit from this aspect of their

lives.

Although not unique, an event

sponsored by the Peel Board of Education

provides an excellent example of what can

be done when teachers, principals,

guidance counsellors, administrators, and
members of the community co-operate in

widening the career horizons of

schoolgirls. “Open Doors for Tomorrow”

was the appropriate theme of a one-day

career conference held at Glenforest

Secondary School on Saturday, May 9,

1987. This was the second such conference

organized by Peel educators, the first

having been held some 18 months earlier.

Girls in grades 7 to 13 were eligible to

register and applications were to be

submitted at least three weeks in advance

of the conference date. The inclusion of

girls in grades 7, 8, and 9 was essential as

the message conveyed by the conference

needs to be assimilated before irrevocable

subject choices are made in secondary

school. The attractive application booklet

briefly described each of the workshops
that would be available and invited the

applicant to select the ones that would be

of most interest to her. Typically, a

workshop would be led by a young woman
earning her living in that occupation. The
great variety of occupations listed would in

itself surprise girls who had been thinking

only in terms of office work, nursing, or

teaching.

Each participant had an individual

timetable which include attendance at the

opening plenary session and admission to

three of the workshops. A tremendous
amount of work on the part of the

planning committee was necessary to

ensure suitable leaders for the workshops.

The leaders had to be admirable role

models who could not only explain in

simple terms just what their work entailed

and what academic preparation and
personal qualities were needed, but who
would respond frankly to the girls’

questions about remuneration, conditions

of work, attitudes of male co-workers, and
means of combining family life with a

career.

Occupations in which women make up
the vast majority of the incumbents were
not overlooked. Hairdresser, nutritionist,

flight attendant, occupational therapist.

Astronaut Roberta Bondar with the girls.

and secretary were included among the

workshops. However, the vast majority

exemplified non-traditional work; for

example, public transit driver, professional

engineer, stockbroker, dentist, and
forester. Certain workshops pertained to

professicjns which require years of

university study (e.g., doctor, chemist,

pharmacologist, dentist), others concerned
occupations for which community college

courses would be the appropriate

preparation (e.g., travel agent, hotel

administrator, journalist, graphic artist),

and there were also workshops describing

occupations that involve on-the-job

training after a general secondary school

education (e.g., public transit driver, real

estate agent, postal worker).

The keynote address was given by

astronaut Roberta Bondar who was very

warmly received by the schoolgirls. Dr.

Bondar’s message was not, “You, too, can

become an astronaut” but rather, “You,

too, can become whatever you want to

become if you plan realistically and work
toward your career goal.” She stressed the

importance of retaining mathematics and
science in one’s timetable throughout
secondary school so as to keep as many
career doors open as possible.

Eollowing the plenary session, the girls

went off to their pre-selected workshops to

meet such inspiring individuals as the first

woman floor official for the Toronto Stock

Exchange, a female auto mechanic, the

conductor of the Orpheus Choir, a parole

officer, a meteorologist, a veterinarian, an

environmental scientist, an optometrist, a

computer sales representative, and
Toronto’s first female firefighter.

The girls who were fortunate enough to

participate in the “Open Doors for

Tomorrow” conference acquired a much
clearer vision of the wide variety of

occupations in which women can be

successfully employed. With the realistic

expectation that they will spend 30 or more
years as women in remunerative work, as

well as being wives and mothers, these girls

can begin to plan for the most interesting

and rewarding careers their abilities

permit.
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Is there aDoctorin thehouse?
David Spence

What’s going on in our schools? Are they

really riddled with incompetent teachers?

Are these teachers being protected by
cowardly administrators and powerful
unions? Annual calls by university faculty

and representatives of the business

community urge the schools to restore

standards of literacy and to inculcate the

positive work habits apparently

characteristic of education in the “good
old days.” This spring’s series of articles in

the Toronto Star was but the latest version
of a topic that has provided journalists with
material over the years. One might be led

to conclude that our schools are unwell and
in need of radical surgery to cut out those
not pulling their weight. However, little

substantial research has been done to

determine the extent to which the problem
of poor teacher performance actually exists

or, if the problem does exist, how it is being
dealt with.

This lack of research prompted me to

interview a sampling of those involved in

dealing with cases of poor teacher

performance—principals, superintendents,

federation officers, and personnel

department employees. While hardly

comprehensive or statistically reliable, the

sample did provide a “slice” of the process

from the various players’ perspectives.

The study also revealed that much more
diagnosis is needed before the surgeons
go to work in Ontario.

Based on their research in the United
States, Neill and Curtis (1978) identified

four categories of incompetent teachers:

• new teachers who lack the temperament
or basic skills to get along with students or

to plan effectively,

• mass hirees taken on in times of teacher

shortage,

• the emotionally troubled, whose
problems may be rooted in home or

professional areas,

• veterans who cannot keep up.

But a problematic element of the issue

of teacher competence is that of defining

the term itself. Much research has been
devoted to determining what constitutes

effective teaching practices and how (or

whether) these practices can be observed

and measured. Particular points of view as

to the nature of effective instruction have

not been universally accepted by the

educational community at large. Some
insist on using the students’ standardized

test scores as a means of determining which
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teachers should be retained while others

want to test the teachers themselves.

Others look to the traditional method of

evaluation by a principal or superintendent,

and there is a small but growing trend to

use comprehensive evaluation systems

which encompass self-evaluation, peer

evaluation, student and even community
evaluation of teaching.

In Ontario, the criteria most often

employed to assess whether a teacher is

performing his or her task adequately are

knowledge of subject matter, classroom

management, planning, subordination and
attention to aclministrative functions such

as record keeping. The standards applied

to these criteria vary from supervisor to

supervisor.

How, then, are incompetent teachers

dealt with? Student behavior and parental

or peer pressure may drive poor teachers

from their positions, but it is only the

school administrator who has means other

than coercion to proceed against the poor
performer and it is only school trustees

who can actually dismiss a teacher. Edwin
Bridges’s work (1986), which represents

the most exhaustive study of these

practices, outlines three principal means
for dealing with incompetent teachers:

(1) tactical solutions, (2) remediation, and

(3) induced exits.

Tactical Solutions

These “solutions” take several forms, all

concerned with expediency. Often, the

teacher is transferred to another school in

the annual “turkey trot” or “dance of the

lemons” (Bridges, 1986). Alternatively,

principals may give the teacher a less

demanding assignment (perhaps in the

school library or central resource centre).

If the problem has not become public

knowledge, the principal may count on his

or her own transfer as a means of avoiding

the situation. “The veteran who cannot

keep up” may simply be endured until

retirement.

Obviously, such practices do not solve

the problem in the classroom. In

determining why such practices exist one
should look to the concerns of

administrators regarding the legal

challenges that may arise from a move
toward dismissal. Such concerns are

legitimate for several reasons.

Courts view the dismissal of a teacher in ;

the same light as the removal of a doctor’s

licence to practise or the disbarring of a

lawyer: it is not only the loss of a job but

also the loss of the means of earning a

living for which he or she has trained

extensively. Legal proceedings against

teachers must be able to withstand the test

of procedural correctness (due process) as

well as being factually sound. Such
restraints can provide a formidable

challenge to principals or superintendents.

Also, the nature of most teacher evaluation

practices is a legitimate cause for concern.

Such systems tend to be subjective
;

(Czuboka, 1985) and thus difficult to

support in the courts. In addition,

formalized evaluations are often “occasions

for ceremonial congratulations” (Bridges,

1986). The reports contain inflated ratings

and gloss over problems with encouraging,

positive language. Such documents, once

in the teacher’s file, are difficult to counter

in the courts.

In Ontario, a teacher who is dismissed

may seek redress through his or her

federation’s grievance procedure, a

provincial Board of Reference, the courts,

and the Human Rights Commission. While

the financial costs alone may ensure that i

school boards proceed only in extreme i

cases there are significant other costs. The
time demands placed on principals and i

superintendents are great, as is the !

emotional drain involved in what is

essentially a negative process. My small
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study of Ontario personnel reinforced the

view that time and emotional costs are

major obstacles to dismissal.

i

I

i

I

Remediation
If the aim of teacher evaluation programs
is to “bring about change in teacher

performance” (Lawton, et ai, 1986), then

an effective evaluation program is most

useful when it attempts to address the

needs of the marginal or incompetent

teacher. Bridges, however, paints a rather

bleak picture of the chance for successful

remediation, noting that “salvage

attempts” produce “little improvement
among the veteran teachers who are at

risk.” However, a vigorous remedial

program such as the “Toledo Plan” which

relies on a positive commitment from all

those involved—teachers, unions,

supervisors—as well as on the provision of

adequate human and financial resources

can have positive results (Wise, etai, 1984).

Poor teaching may not be a result of the

individual’s lack of teaching skills or subject

mastery, but rather the symptom of

physical and mental health problems,

domestic problems, or problems related to

drugs and alcohol. Remediation attempts

strictly targeted toward “treating the

symptom”—poor classroom performance-
will meet with little success when the poor
performance is attributable, at least in part,

to external causes. Recognizing this, school

boards in some jurisdictions have instituted

employee assistance programs to help the

teacher deal with the root problem. Such
programs depend upon the ability of

supervisors to identify the root causes for

poor performance. Supervisors must be
trained, funds provided, time allotted, and
expert resource personnel made available

if school boards are to become involved in

remediation efforts for such cases. The
principals and superintendents in my study

felt that they had neither the training nor
the time to deal intensively with individual

cases.

Also, boards must consider the extent to

which they will become involved since each
time they assist a teacher a precedent is set.

If similar help is not given to subsequent
teachers, the board is open to charges of

discrimination.

Seeking an Induced Exit

If a problem teacher has been confronted

and remediation attempts have failed,

there are still successful alternatives to

dismissal. Neill and Curtis suggest financial

sanctions such as the withholding of

increments. Many Ontario school boards
include such a sanction in their collective

agreements. Of course, it is ineffective for

the “veteran” already at the maximum
salary level.

Some practices, euphemistically labelled

“Counselling Out” (Neill & Curtis, 1978),

are a means of forcing a resignation

through financial incentives, pressure, or

intimidation. Bridges details ways of

applying such pressure:

• transfer teacher to undesirable

assignments,

• suggest early retirement,

• increase the flow of negative

communications,

• give unsatisfactory evaluations,

• place the teacher on formal remediation

(used here for its “stigma effect” rather

than to improve performance),
• negotiate directly for terms of

resignation and provide financial

inducements.

In summary, the literature paints a bleak

picture of practices in dealing with poor
performers. Potentially positive practices

are often described as bothersome
formalities necessitated by legal concerns.

Articles in such periodicals as the Canadian

School Executive, the American School Board

Journal, and Phi Delta Kappan follow a

theme of providing administrators with

tactics for “cleaning house” or “lowering

the boom” rather than addressing the

problems positively from a human
relations point of view. Such articles view

supervisors’ inability to deal effectively

with (get rid of) poor performers as

weaknesses arising from lack of training,

procrastination, or fear of legal

consequences.

The literature and my local study are

congruent when outlining the general

means by which the problem of

confronting poor teachers is avoided.

Procrastination, transfer, reassignment are

all part of supervisors’ repertoires. In my

Procrastination, transfer,

reassignment are all part of
supervisors^ repertoires,

study, however, supervisors reported that

transfer was a legitimate practice if the

teacher’s problem was deemed to be

situation-specific. There is no indication

whether the actual practice reflected such

high ideals.

The literature reports that pressuring

people to resign is a widespread practice.

At the local level the practice is seen as

positive. Those interviewed felt that

teachers experiencing difficulty are not

pressured to quit but are led to discover

that their well-being would be better served

outside the board’s employ.

Conclusions
There appears to be a need to determine
the extent of the problem of incompetent
teaching in Ontario and to determine the

degree to which the counter-productive

practices outlined in the literature exist.

Such questions could be viewed as a

“negative mirror” of questions asked in

research into the evaluation of teaching:

the determination and observation of

effective teaching practices, the utilization

of information gathered in evaluations,

and the development of effective means
for the improvement of teaching.

Principals and superintendents need in-

servicing before significant change can

take place. They are inadequately

equipped in several areas to deal with

teachers experiencing difficulties:

classroom observation techniques,

identification of underlying problems,

comprehensive evaluation techniques, the

legal processes involved, alternate

solutions, and the resources available for

remediation of the poor performer.

School boards must recognize the

importance of these aspects when
appointing principals and
superintendents. Trustees must also

determine to what extent they will assume
responsibility for aiding the “trouble”

employee. School administrators and
trustees must realize the critical role that

staff selection and evaluation policies and
practices play in the prevention,

remediation, and resolution of poor
teaching situations.

Incompetent performance can be

compared to a disease: its symptoms may
be treated cosmetically or radically or one

may seek to determine the root causes and
find an appropriate cure. It appears that

in education, although (perhaps because)

the disease is rare, the practice has been to

apply bandaids and outdated prescriptions

in hopes that the problem will go away or,

failing this, to have poorly trained

surgeons attempt radical surgery.
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Testing and Assessing Reading
James L. Heap

In the name of excellence there seems to

be a critical mass swinging toward testing.

The national reports in the United States

since 1983 have been calling for upgrading

standards. In the spring of this year,

Southern Ontarians were treated in a

major newspaper to a six-part series on
education in our province. The theme hit

upon (swung at?) repeatedly was that we
need a return to standards. Taxpayers
have a right to know what they are getting

(paying for). And you can’t know you’ve

reached a standard, hit the mark, unless

marks are made, on standardized tests.

Excellence presupposes measurement.

The claim that excellence has been

reached, or at least approached, requires

benchmarks. Those who call for excellence

also call for measurement, in the form of

standardized tests. Those who called for

equity (does anyone think we achieved

that?) also opposed standardized tests, as

having a bias in favor of mainstream,

anglophone, middle-class children.

I am worried by the coming swing. Not

because I oppose excellence,

but because measurement,

in the form of standard-
ized tests, provides

a false sense of

certainty which

can be dam-
aging to the

school and
work lives

and oppor-

tunities of

students,

regardless

of class,

gender, or

race.We need

assessment by

teachers. Assess-

ment can include

tests, but it should

not be centred around
them.

Take the area of reading. If one
examines the social-cognitive organization

of testing it turns out that there are at least

two important classes of problems which

set absolute limits to what we can know
about the cognitive reading processes of
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particular students (Heap, 1980). These
problems arise when we seek to answer two
questions regarding the social cognitive

organization of testing.

Question One: Did the student

attempt to use only the test-intended

resources for completing task demands?

Question Two: Did the student

understand the test using the frame of
reference intended in the test design?

If these two questions cannot be answered
in the affirmative, then assessors cannot
claim that the test’s target skills have, or

have not, been displayed. They cannot
assure the validity of the test on the

occasions of its use.

Let us look at each question and the

assessment problems raised.

Resource Problem
The first problem concerns the meaning,
the significance, of a correct

performance or outcome on a test. In a

test or task otherwisejudged relevantly

valid,’ a correct outcome is presumably
a display of the test or task’s target

skill(s). In any actual case of

test taking, can the assessor

justify her or his belief

that the student’s only

resource for producing
a correct outcome
was the target skill?

In the very ways that

a task is constructed

or administered
it may offer

students internal

resources for

producing correct

outcomes without
aid of the task’s'*?’

target skill. Correct out-

comes could be artifacts

of task organization.

Take the widely used
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills,

Primary Battery. Level 8, Form
3M, page 9 provides the student with a

three-paragraph story, about Dr. Gray, a

zoo doctor. The comprehension questions

follow. On the basis of information in the

multiple-choice questions themselves,

students should be able to answer correctly

half of the questions. For example,

question 2 asks, “When does Dr. Gray use

his gun?” If students read question 4 they

can deduce the correct answer. Question 4

reads, “Why does Dr. Gray want to put sick

animals to sleep?” The correct choice in

response to question 2 is “When an animal

is sick.” Two of the remaining questions

can be correctly answered using knowledge
external to, and independent of, the test.

Assessors have no way of knowing if or

when students use internal or external

knowledge resources in answering any of
the questions in the “Stories” section of the

CTBS. And this is true for the

administration of any test using this “story

plus multiple-choice questions” format.

Sophisticated measures of “passage

dependency” can tell us that the CTBS is

weak as a test of comprehension, but such

measures cannot tell us if students made
use of the resources which the test itself

provided. In such a case we cannot tell if

“7 correct out of 10” means the student

understood how to read the passage, or

how to read the test questions. Either way
comprehension will have been displayed,

but we cannot tell whether the test

measured what it purported to measure:

story comprehension. We cannot tell

whether the test outcomes reflect the

presence or absence of test wiseness. We
cannot decide if the test is a valid measure
of the excellence we seek.

Frame Problem
The second problem concerns the

interpretation of the meaning of incorrect

responses on tests. The frame problem:

how to decide whether an incorrect

outcome indicates a deficiency in the target

skill or results from a difference in the

student’s frame of reference for

understanding and completing the task.

Only if an assessor can show that frame

problems were absent can the assessor

claim that an incorrect outcome indicates a

deficiency in the target skill of the test.

Pick a test, any test. I’ll pick the Gates-

MacGinitie Reading Tests, second edition.

Level B, Form 1, page 6, item 6 has

drawings of four road signs. Under each

sign is a place to: put a pencil mark. The
question reads: “Which sign tells the driver

to look out for boys and girls?”

The four signs: “Bus Stop,” “Truck

Crossing,” “Keep Right,” “Watch for

Children.” Presumably the fourth sign is

the correct choice. Note that none of the

signs says anything about “boys and girls.”

If one were being scrupulous and literal, it

would be correct to mark no box. Not
marking a box actually would be a display

of having comprehended the question, in

a literal fashion. An unmarked selection,

however, will be counted by test scorers as

incorrect. An incorrect response is one

where the student apparently fails to use

the frame of reference where “children”

subsumes “boys and girls.”
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What if the student selects the first sign?

Does that mean that he or she did not

comprehend the question? How do we
know whether in the child’s experience the

sign “Bus Stop” signifies that the bus driver

should watch out for boys and girls, for

example, at a school bus stop? We can’t

know. Standardized tests provide us with

no opporturjity to obtain more
approximate knowledge of children’s

cognitive processing.

Any test item, given some context, can

admit different answers. While the

appropriate context and frame of

reference may be obvious to some of us,

obviousness is no guarantee that students

will share our frame of reference on any

particular test item.

Arrival and Destination

All this takes us to a harrowing conclusion.

The two problems sketched here are not

empirical difficulties that can be overcome

by refining our measurement devices.

They are problems which are endemic to

the very social organization of testing

reading. Reading consists of cognitive

processes which go on in the minds of

readers. When we test, we set up social

situations which will elicit certain types of

behavioral displays. We try to treat these

behavioral displays as evidence of the skills

we seek to measure. But the displays are

not the skills themselves. Persons giving

tests will always have to give test-takers

something to work with, to display their

skills. What is given can be used in

unexpected ways by the test-takers. Hence
the resource problem. On the test-takers’

side there is always the problem of what to

make of the task set for them. Hence the

frame problem.

If all this is true, when a student gets 33

out of 50 items correct, we cannot be
certain that the correct items display the

operation of the test’s target skill. As well,

we cannot be certain that the student’s

failure to correctly answer the remaining

17 questions is evidence of a lack of the

relevant skill. Since the resource and frame
problem are not garden variety empirical

troubles, we have no way of calculating a

margin of error. We simply do not know
what 66 percent on that test means.

Now to duck: what I have said here

applies to judgments about the

performance of individual students on
each test item. At the level of the individual

student we have good reasons not to put

our faith in standardized reading tests as

the basis forjudgments which will open or

close doors in the student’s school and
work life. At the level of the whole class it

may well be that standardized test results

give us a rough picture of how one class is

performing compared to others. The rub,

of course, is that we cannot be sure exactly

what this performance reflects, since we
cannot be sure that any one particular

administration of a reading test measures
what it purports to measure.

Now to swing: the resource and frame
problems outlined here are found in all

forms of reading assessment, formal.

informal, or whatever. To overcome, or at

least to respect, the limits to certainty it is

necessary to use a variety of assessment

techniques in the classroom. Standardized

tests are one technique. The techniques

should be used by a single person, who can

assess student skills through different

formats and who can develop a sense of

when student performance may be an
artifact of assessment organization or when
it might be tbe result of frame difficulties.

That one person is the classroom teacher.

Teachers must have the professional

autonomy to assess their own students.

Now to close: given the limits to certainty

in assessment, there are limits to the

accountability of teachers. The success of

their teaching strategies cannot be decided

by looking at student outcomes on a test or

two. Since the limits to certainty issue from
the nature of reading, psychometricians or

psychologists of reading can know with no
more certainty than the child’s teacher that

the child has displayed a reading skill.

However, what a teacher can see, and what
he or she can prove to administrators,

trustees, and parents are not always one
and the same. A first step in proving what
has been seen over time is not allowing

others to claim to see more, for example,
in test scores, than anyone can be certain

of seeing.
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Notes from the DIRECTOR
Since arriving at OISE some few months
ago, I have been strongly impressed by the

quality and relevance of research carried

on at 252 Bloor Street West and in the field

centres across the province. I mention
research first and specifically because this

was the function about which I knew least

and had fewest expectations. It was equally

evident to me, but no surprise, that OISE’s

instructional program was also of the

highest quality. Good use is made of a fine

library by faculty, research officers, and
students; participation in the process of

education in the classroom is continuous;

and the subject matter relates directly to

the major issues facing those who assist

learning both inside schools, colleges, and
universities and outside them in the

community.
Yet I am often left with a sense of

despair and it happens typically after I

have read a particularly good report,

article, or thesis. I am painfully aware of

the enormous gap between all this

intellectual energy and its application in

the classroom.

Clearly we can’t send even a fraction of

the research papers we produce to every

teacher who might possibly be interested—

or even to every school. And even if we
could afford it, teachers are already

drowning in a bureaucratic sea of paper.

For OISE to add a few more feet would
simply add to the sense of frustration that

all teachers feel at the end of the day-
frustration that comes from being unable

to find time for the reading, evaluating,

planning, and personal inspiration that

they expect of themselves. An impossible

workload already denies the satisfaction of

an adequate response.

How do we close the gap? Orbit is one
mechanism for letting teachers know a

little of what is transpiring at OISE. Surely

it and other publications help. Our annual
report fully lists work in progress and
ongoing research programs. OISE faculty,

staff, and research officers attend

innumerable workshops, conferences, and
gatherings of teachers, trustees,

administrators, and the general citizenry.

The media carry stories and comments of

OISE people. Yet the gap remains.

What should we do to close the gap
between OISE and the schools? This is the

question I’d like to leave with Orbit readers.

A Research Day to which every teacher,

trustee, administrator, and, indeed, every

parent and student would be invited to

hear OISE folk talk and to examine OISE
publications is one possibility. A more
aggressive publication policy with a more
pro-active distribution system is another. I

don’t know the solution. But I do believe

that learning in Ontario would be

enhanced if teachers (with the time and
resources for reflection) had a wider

understanding of what is being thought

about, tabled, and written about at OISE.

And that’s what we’re about./

Send your “Suggestions to the Director” to

Orbit, 252 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario

M5S 1V6. Space permitting we’ll print them

in our forthcoming issues.
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Profile ofa Department

Woburn Collegiate Math Department,Toronto
Woburn Collegiate 's reputation as the math

school is well deserved. In the last seven

years, the school has picked up 14 of the

national championships sponsored by the

University of Waterloo, winning the grade

13 (Descartes) competition three of the last

four years. In last year’s American High

School Mathematics Exam Competition,

which began with 400,000 entrants, 14

Woburn students advanced to the second

level and three of them went on to the third

level, the Olympiad, where a mere 100

young mathematicians vie for top place.

Woburn 's Rocky Lee finished eighth overall.

Rocky and fellow Woburn whiz Steve Fry

also competed in the International Math
Olympiad held in Cuba in July, two of six

Canadian students to do so.

What is it about Woburn’s math department that

produces such excellence? “It’s the kids

themselves,’’ say Dept. Head Peter Crippin and

Assistant Head Larry Rice. Many of these “kids”

are the children of immigrants, and they begin their

studies at Woburn in maths and sciences with an

expectation to work hard and do well. The

150 ESL students at the school have also

been good participants in the math programs.

Further, because of its reputation for mathematics,

Woburn attracts students who are better at math

than the average and more interested in it. Beyond

mandatory math in grades 9 and 10, most Woburn

students pursue their interest in the subject through

grade 13. The subject is taught at five levels —
basic, general, advanced, scholarship (an enrich-

ment program that’s been around for over ten years

and now boasts 70 students in grade 9 alone), and

gifted.

The large number of gifted students at Woburn is

another reason for the school’s excellence in math.

Students from across Scarborough are offered a

place in the board’s gifted program, selected by

school psychologists on the basis of their WISC
scores. (Almost equal numbers of girls and boys

are offered positions in the gifted program but

about three times as many boys as girls actually

enter it.) The top half of one percent enter this

program, some as early as grade 4, and for high

school they attend Woburn. Their influence is felt

widely throughout the school, although they com-

prise only ten percent of the school's 2,000

students. They are involved actively as members of

the student council, in drama and year-book

activities, and, of course, in the math leagues,

where they act both as competitors and as coaches

for their fellow students.

Scarborough Board has long provided a good

enrichment program in mathematics, “the best in

Canada,” says Larry Rice. Up to 30 Scarborough

schools compete in the math leagues, a form of

team competition that sees after-school practice

sessions, regular seasonal play, and playoffs

leading to the University of Waterloo champion-

ships. The Board also offers a year-long, borough-

wide evening enrichment class and a two-day math

camp for grades 9 to 1 1 held in the country.

Gifted students exploring mathematics bring to

the subject a freshness of approach and a creativity

that make working with them an exciting process.

Woburn provides the students with a democratic

setting in which to work together informally; there

is lots of talk about problems, lots of sharing of

ideas as to how to solve them. The students are en-

couraged to take risks, to let go of the pursuit of

right answers in order to achieve a flexible

approach to problem solving. Teachers and students

discuss together why someone might think about a

problem in a particular way. And once the problem

is solved, they will look together for ways to write

it up. It is not enough to get the right answer in a

brilliant flash of insight; the students must be able

to communicate in an orderly fashion how to arrive

at that solution.

At Woburn, a flexible, problem-solving approach

is used even when covering the regular curriculum.

But for the gifted students, the regular curriculum

Steven Fry, Rocky Lee, Ken Gordon — winners
of the 1987 Descartes Contest.

is often compacted and covered fairly quickly.

Then follows a series of enrichment units, perhaps

on logic, or transformations, tesselations, even the

art of Escher. Or one student may be asked to pose

as a prominent mathematician while classmates in-

terview the “mathematician” regarding his or her

theories. Thus is math brought “alive” and

something of its history and the continuity of

thought in the subject brought home to the eager

mathematical minds that populate Woburn.

From the left: Larry Rice (Asst. Head), Jamie Russell, Chris Schack, Paul Hsieh, Peter Crippin (Head).

The students are Canadian champions, winners of the 1987 Euclid Contest sponsored by the

University of Waterloo.
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